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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This planning project addresses a kind of question clients bring to 

consultants: what is the best place to site my new facility?  In this case the client 

is a hypothetical major arts donor, the facility is a regionally important 

Elizabethan theater, and the area is the City of Baltimore, Maryland.   

Research conducted to answer this question began by examining the 

cultural history, practice, and urban contexts of Elizabethan theaters.  Field 

research to observe contemporary formal and informal theatrical use of the 

historic settings of Elizabethan theater in the United Kingdom was done during 

the spring of 2008.  An initial field assessment of urban design and ambiance in 

the City of Baltimore was done in October of 2008.  Additional literature and 

remote research was done to determine what kinds of programming, urban 

contexts, and facilities contribute to the success of Elizabethan theaters in the 

United States, and to determine whether any neighborhood in Baltimore had 

features compatible with the picture that emerged.  The Mount Vernon 

neighborhood north of Baltimore's downtown was determined to be fully 

compatible with the theater according to all criteria possible to assess without 

additional fieldwork.  Properties that might be suitable sites for the theater were 

identified.  Major arts establishment in the neighborhood and nearby were 

identified.   

A second trip to Baltimore was made in February and March of 2009 to 

conduct site-specific field assessment and look for possible sites which were not 

apparent on aerial photos.  Conditions observed in the field clarified the 
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outstanding suitability of one site, and the lack of suitable alternatives.  The 

Mount Vernon neighborhood and the compatible site were photographically 

documented for further analysis, which confirmed the compatibility of this site for 

the theater.  A schematic site plan and general outline for programming were 

developed, and recommendations for future planning and preparations were 

made.   
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

This is a practical planning project that applies interdisciplinary skills to a 

kind of question clients bring to consultants: what is the best place to site my new 

facility?  In this case the client is a hypothetical major arts donor, the facility is a 

regionally important Elizabethan theater, and the area is the City of Baltimore, 

Maryland.   

The project had three phases: 1] identification of the elements of 

Elizabethan theater and the key attributes of urban contexts that would contribute 

to its success; 2] identification and evaluation of particular sites in Baltimore that 

might be suitable; 3] creation of a schematic program and area plan for the best 

site.   

This project is intended to be a first phase assessment to review the 

needs of the theater and determine whether a site with compatible attributes can 

be found.  The assumption is that initial site identification and compatibility 

assessment would provide useful information prior to commencement of 

complete feasibility assessment.  This information would enable the client to 

make an informed early decision to either 1] adjust the vision of the facility to be 

created to make it more compatible with the area; 2] consider other areas that 

might be more compatible with the facility envisioned; 3] proceed with facility 

planning and a complete evaluation of the site identified; or 4] stop work without 

squandering any more money on a facility that isn't, on its face, compatible with 

any would-be site in the area.  

Research done for this project included field observation and participation 



in Elizabethan theater as an audience member in the United Kingdom in May and 

June 2008.  Three kinds of theatrical space were visited in the United Kingdom: 

public spaces currently and traditionally used for outdoor theater in London, York, 

and Stirling; public and private historic buildings used secondarily for 

performance during the 16th and 17th centuries in London, Glasgow, and Stirling; 

and a modern open-air theater in London designed to replicate the 17th century 

Globe Theater.  It was found that places used historically for performance in 

Britain are still used that way.  Outdoor performance and informal theater flourish 

in pedestrian-friendly areas and are an assumed part of the urban scene in 

Britain. 

The programs, facilities, and urban contexts of eight Elizabethan theaters 

in the United States were analyzed to determine what kinds of space, facilities, 

urban form, and programming contribute to the success of American Elizabethan 

theaters, and to identify other Elizabethan theaters near Baltimore. 

Siting criteria were based on this program review, the field observations of 

the contexts of Elizabethan theater in the United Kingdom, and literature review 

of factors that contribute to the success of arts establishments in general and 

Elizabethan theaters in particular. 

 It was determined that the site in Baltimore needed to be exceptionally 

well connected to the local community and surrounding region by transportation 

systems.  Social accessibility was deemed equally important. Other criteria for 

site selection included high levels of pedestrian activity, security, a thriving café 

and nightlife industry, aesthetic surroundings, the presence of other high quality 
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theaters and interdisciplinary arts facilities capable of attracting regional or 

national audiences, high levels of employment in general, high levels of 

employment of artists and entertainers, high numbers of artists living in the area.  

Attributes sought in the urban context included a backdrop of interesting historic 

buildings smaller than the theater itself, so that the theater would be 

conspicuous, yet consistent with the aesthetics of surrounding buildings.    

 It was determined space would be needed for 1] an open-air theater with 

an audience capacity of 1500; 2] at least one indoor theater with an audience 

capacity of 300; 3] a workshop/rehearsal theater with a capacity of 100; 4] 

administrative offices and classrooms; 5] backstage theater arts workshops and 

storage space; and 6] sufficient open space to create a plaza to be used for rest 

and relaxation by visitors, outdoor performance and art marketing by community 

artists, and more formal outdoor programming produced by the theater company. 

Data from the 2000 census and the economic census of 2002 were 

combined with GIS layers from the planning Department of the City of Baltimore 

to analyze the distribution of employment and residence.  Based on the 

geographic analysis and observations made during an initial visit to Baltimore in 

October 2008, it was determined that an area just north of downtown Baltimore 

was uniquely suitable for a theater. This area will be referred to here as the 

Mount Vernon neighborhood.  

Aerial images of the Mount Vernon neighborhood were examined using 

Google Earth. The locations of potential sites, based on parking lots and other 

vacant properties were identified. Because of historic protection measures, the 
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location of the vacant spaces is critical to siting the theater.  It is not possible to 

simply level a block of historic buildings in order to make space for new 

construction in this neighborhood.  This protection is considered a key to the 

success of the theater, because it ensures the continuity of streetscape 

aesthetics needed for the theater's accessibility, visual presence, and outdoor 

programming. 

A second field visit to Baltimore in February and March 2009, was made.  

Field research included interviewing arts and development people, attending 

performances at local theaters, photographing major arts establishments in the 

Mount Vernon neighborhood and adjacent parts of central Baltimore, evaluating 

the suitability of the potential sites identified with Google Earth, and also 

evaluating the other qualities of the neighborhood to ensure compatibility with the 

intended theater.  It became clear in the field that one site, all of Block 511 plus 

the northeast corner of Block 516, meets all criteria for siting the theater.   

Baltimore's historic preservation program has kept most of the historic 

urban fabric intact. Vancant space available for redevelopment in this 

neighborhood at this time is very limited.  No other configuration of properties in 

the Mount Vernon neighborhood historic district would provide adequate space in 

a fully compatible context.  Siting the theater outside the Mount Vernon 

neighborhood would not be compatible with the demographic and economic 

criteria deemed necessary for the theater's success. 

It also became clear that the condition of buildings on the site ranges from 

very good to ugly to falling down.  Fortunately the ugly buildings are not historic 
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and can be removed, creating more open space for outdoor programming.  If 

theater construction proceeds significant restoration of the historic buildings must 

also occur.  Many of the theater's space needs can be accommodated in these 

buildings, after they are restored.   

It became clear in the interviews that neighborhood residents and the City 

of Baltimore prefer to retain the historic urban fabric in the Mount Vernon 

neighborhood and are prepared to support that with design and development 

assistance for compatible facilities in general and theaters in particular.  This 

includes development restrictions to ensure retention of the historic resources, 

financial incentives, investment in streetscape and transit improvements, and 

help with parcel assembly. 

The buildings and conditions of the best site were photographed and the 

photographs were compiled into architectural type elevation photos.  Additional 

work included a survey of building styles in the area, and analysis of city zoning 

rules and design guidelines. This was done both from the perspective of what the 

theater could do, and what protection the theater would have from incompatible 

high-rise developments changing the landscape. 

A schematic site design for the best site was completed, and finally, 

recommendations for collaborating with the community to achieve mutual goals, 

and recommendations for programming were made.  Maps and figures for each 

chapter can be found in the appendices. 
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CHAPTER 2.  SUBSTANTIVE APPROACH  

"Elizabethan" plays, exemplified here by the work of Shakespeare, were 

written and performed in England during the late 16th and early 17th centuries.  

This was the heyday of early modern English theater, and it coincided with the 

initial establishment of English colonies in America, although, for reasons to be 

discussed later, American settlements did not include theaters until the late 18th 

century.   

The historic nature of Elizabethan theater is one of its attractions, although 

the impossibility of duplicating a truly antique experience for audiences in the 

21st century is undeniable and will not be argued here.  This project proceeds 

from recognition that all the world is, indeed, a stage.  The theatrical experience 

begins as audience members enter the theatrical environment, not when the 

curtain rises.  Extending the ambiance of antiquity "beyond the footlights" by 

incorporating historic design elements into the entire environment where historic 

plays are produced creates an especially theatrical place with unique qualities 

that audiences value.  Historic theater design can make Shakespeare more 

accessible for audiences, generate excitement about Elizabethan theater in 

people who never previously enjoyed it, and attract visitors from long distances, 

providing economic and intangible benefits to the local community [Kennedy 

1998].    

2.1 What kind of place does a theater need?  

Academic discussions of the infrastructure needs of arts industries in 
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general indicate some of the concerns that apply to theater districts and siting 

needs of theaters.  Following their discussion of the ways communities benefit 

from the revitalizing presence of "cultural districts", Stern and Siefert [2007] 

offered several recommendations cities can take to cultivate such districts: 1] 

Invest in these enterprises, make loans for predevelopment and bridge financing.  

2] Provide better city services such as "security, clean and safe streets, usable 

public spaces, and consistent and honest enforcement of zoning and 

development regulations," coupled with "place-making" activities such as 

streetscape enhancement, parks, and festivals.  3] Workforce policies need 

adjustment, possibly by including business training in arts education, or by 

providing apprenticeship programs for technical and crafts occupations.  4] 

Create "a means of tracking and monitoring both the direct economic flows 

associated with creative sector activity and the non-economic benefits that 

accrue from it [p 12]." 

Elizabeth Currid's 2007 paper revealed the importance of opportunities for 

collaboration, inspiration, marketing, and getting jobs and agency representation 

provided by the presence of a thick interdisciplinary "agglomeration" of creative 

people and the particular social milieu of certain places in New York City, 

including gallery openings, museums, and nightlife venues [Currid 2007]. 

The Greater London Authority's 2002 report on creative industry sector 

summarized the reasons for its strength as being due to the city's "skilled and 

talented workers, cultural diversity, range of services, hi-tech infrastructure and 

direct access to wealthy consumer markets [Greater London Authority, 2002.  p 
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15]."  It was also noted that creative industries grow where there are "suitable /

affordable office or industrial property," and "every borough of London can 

benefit," so they should have "a Creative Strategy to make use of their local 

strengths." [Greater London Authority 2002, p 50]." 

Buildings are not considered equally suitable for arts workshops or 

performance venues.  Facade matters.  The aesthetics and design of buildings, 

usually historic ones, are widely thought to make some buildings especially 

suitable as arts infrastructure, and others not all suitable.  CABE 

recommendations for architectural elements to be used in arts and culture 

venues include: a welcoming appearance with clear entryway, easy navigability 

and unobstructed movement through the facility for visitors, positive contribution 

to the public realm, social spaces that interface with the public realm, design that 

contributes to vitality and viability of town centers and night time economy, good 

day and night presence, functionality, and attractiveness as a destination [Eley, et 

al.  2003, p 170]. 

In their discussion of arts spaces in Singapore, Chang and Lee [2003] 

review the development of arts infrastructure in terms of hardware -- physical 

infrastructure such as buildings for production and performance -- and 

"heartware" -- a social milieu that supports the arts and a legal-political 

environment in which "artistic license" exists.  Their research showed a need for 

places where "informal gatherings and networks of artists might be better 

fostered," and a desire for "more liberal/spontaneous use of public spaces such 

as parks, sculpture gardens and shopping malls as a way for the arts to reach 
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out to members of the public [Chang and Lee, 2003, p 140]."  They conclude that 

appropriate physical spaces are necessary but not sufficient: "development of 

arts infrastructure cannot take place in a social vacuum [Chang and Lee, 2003, p 

140]." 

The Republic of Ireland's Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism has a 

broad mission and programs that actively address all kinds of space discussed 

by Chang and Lee: space for production, space for performance and 

engagement, and artistic license.  The Department focuses on three arts and 

culture areas.  One, preserving heritage and developing contemporary 

production and participation within the Republic.  Two, using arts, artist exchange 

projects, and cultural events to enhance "all-island" cooperation and improve 

North-South and Irish-British relationships in support of the Good Friday 

Agreement.  Three, supporting international arts and cultural exchange and 

tourism.  In achieving its mission the Department funds projects designed to 1] 

increase the capacity of Irish arts producers to market their work internationally, 

2] provide internet access to Irish treasures such as medieval manuscripts, and 

3] promote Ireland as an arts and culture destination.  The Department also calls 

for review of policies and programs of all ministries of government and seeks 

revisions to allow greater artistic expression, support increased participation in 

arts and culture, enhance accessibility to and preserve the assets of the Irish 

natural and built environment, and increase Ireland's "tourist-friendliness."  The 

Department calls for measures to ensure positive experiences for visitors who 

speak English as well as non-English speaking visitors from countries such 
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China, Japan, and Russia.  It also seeks changes in tax and immigration laws to 

encourage donations to museums and ease travel for visiting artists, as well as 

improvements to transportation infrastructure.  It provides direct funding for arts 

festivals and events, restoration of historic buildings and new performing and 

production facilities, development of local audiences and talent, and promotion of 

Irish arts and culture abroad [Department of Arts, Sports and Tourism 2007].   

The [United States] National Governor's Association Center for Best 

Practices report noted that "essential parts of a state's arts infrastructure" include 

industry clusters, small businesses, individual entrepreneurs, and networks, 

which need to be inventoried, mapped, and analyzed for qualities of clustering [p 

14].   This report describes numerous effective programs in the USA and 

recommends that states follow these examples as they seek to strengthen this 

sector of the economy.  The importance of non-profits and their functions are 

briefly discussed.  It is pointed out that most creative businesses are micro-

enterprises employing one to five people and can be effectively supported by 

adapting the agencies and methods routinely used to support other kinds of 

micro-enterprises and small businesses.  States can strengthen their creative 

industries sectors by providing more effective technical and business training, 

opportunities for collaboration and apprenticeship, disaster assistance, and direct 

funding of individuals and groups [NGA Center for Best Practices, 2008].   

Review of an arbitrarily selected sample of internet sites containing 

requests for proposals and project portfolios of urban design/architecture firms 

showed that contemporary theater projects tend to fall into three general classes: 
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1] restoration and renewed use of historic theaters in urban centers, 2] 

refurbishment of existing buildings such as warehouses, churches, sewing 

factories for new use as performing arts venues, and 3] construction of billion 

dollar "flagship cultural centers" intended to stimulate long distance tourism and 

booms in local real estate markets.  The flagship projects are generally to be 

located where urban vibrance is notably absent, as they are meant to create a 

lively scene in a former vacuum.    

2.2 Informally Theatrical Space 

Elizabethan theater developed in a culture that was rich with diverse kinds 

of performance art.  Performance in early modern England included public 

display of various talents by solo entertainers, scripted plays, improvised 

dramatizations, music, and pageants.  Performers included independent and 

more-or-less outlawed but persistent "strollers" and groups of "players,” clergy, 

village guilds and parishers.  The theatrical spaces these people used were very 

diverse.  Nearly any place could temporarily become a stage for some kind of 

performance.  See Figures 1-24 below for examples. 

Depending on its purpose, a performance might be staged in a public 

outdoor space, or framed in the liminal spaces of a church entry or courtyard.  

Interior spaces used for theatrical purposes included barns, churches, and the 

halls of private houses, former monasteries, inns, and castles [Thaler 1920, 

Estabrook 2002, Horman 1981, Nelson 1970, Barroll xx].  During visits to 

England and Scotland in May-June, 2008, many places of these kinds were 

visited.  Both formal and informal performance activities were observed in public  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!  !  

!  !  
Figure 1. Former Monastery, The Strand, City of London, England.   
[upper left]  Interiors of the large halls and courtyards of such buildings were 
used for many kinds of performance and sometimes converted to commercial 
theaters in the 17th century.  Blackfriars, one of Shakespeare's theaters, was a 
refitted monastery later destroyed by the Great Fire of London in 1666. 

Figure 2. Hall of Argyll's Lodging, Stirling, Scotland. 
[upper right]  This was the dining and entertainment room of one of Stirling's 
prominent citizens during the 17th century.  As explained by the tour docent, its 
uses and decoration were well documented while the owner, a Catholic, was 
imprisoned in London and sought to keep the estate intact for his family.   

Figure 3. Juggler Entertaining Children, Enclosed Courtyard of Stirling 
Castle, Stirling, Scotland. 
[lower left].  Stirling Castle was one of main residences of the Kings of Scotland.  
This courtyard was also used as a performance space historically. 

Figure 4.  Barn at Abby Ruins, York, England. 
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Interiors of barns like this were used to stage plays by theater troupes on tour. 

!  !  

!  !  
Figure 5. Great Hall, Stirling Castle, Stirling, Scotland.   
[upper left] Stirling Castle was one of main residences of the Kings of Scotland.  
When Queen Elizabeth died, her nephew, King James IV of Scotland, became 
King of England as well, thus creating the United Kingdom.  He was also a patron 
of Shakespeare.  This hall was used for formal court events and as a space for 
entertainments.   

Figure 6. Rock Concert Stage, Grounds of Malahide Castle, Ireland. 
[upper right]  Castle grounds were used for many kinds of outdoor performance 
historically.  Here, a temporary stage is being set up for an Irish Arts Commisison 
sponsored Radiohead rock concert.  On concert day the Dublin train schedule 
was altered to conveniently transport the audience. 

Figure 7. Rock Concert, Traflager Square, London, England. 
[lower left].  Town squares and parks were historically used for performance. 

Figure 8.  Procession at Stirling Castle, Stirling, Scotland. 
Costumed procession is a form of parade performance.  Here actors in historical 
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costumes proceed through the castle grounds as part of their "reenactment" skit. 

!  !  

!  !  
Figure 9. Bride & Groom Posing at Church Doorway, York Minster, York, 
England.   
[upper left] They are using the doors as a backdrop for formal photographs.  
Arriving and departing in the grand old car is part of their performance.  This 
doorway was used to stage saint's plays in medieval times. 

Figure 10. Swordfight and Audience, Tower of London, London, England. 
[upper right]  Historically costumed actors engage in swordfighting on the castle 
grounds as part of their reenactment skit. 

Figure 11. Costumed Actors, Bankside, Southwark, London, England. 
[lower left].  The costumed actors pose for pictures with tourists in the same area 
that was notorious for jugglers and players in the 17th century.  This area is quite 
popular with pedestrians and sidewalk performers alike. Note the stage created 
by these actors with the shade umbrella and the boxes they stand on.   

Figure 12.  Child Greets Headless Man, Bankside, Southwark, London, 
England. 
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The costumed actor is presenting a "Living Statue" performance. 

!  !  

!  !  
Figure 13. Living Statue & Pigeon, Bankside, Southwark, London, England. 
[upper left] This actor has trained his pigeon to sit on his head.  He wears 
clothing and makeup the same color as the bird.  Passersby are entranced. 

Figure 14. Costumed Actor, Bankside, Southwark, London, England.. 
[upper right]  This performer combines elements of puppetry and "living statue" to 
reach out with giant hands.  Note his use of a box as a stage. 

Figure 15. Costumed Actors, York, England. 
[lower left].  The costumed actor is not yet set up for his frozen bicyclist living 
statue performance.  The large item leaning against the building is the stage that 
holds his bicycle up. 

Figure 16.  Gentleman Pays Musician, Bankside, Southwark, London, 
England. 
The elderly gentleman on the right is playing a harmonica, which he does quite 
well.  The gentleman on the left is dropping coins in his 'hat'. 
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!  !  
Figure 17. Brass Trio, York, England. 
[upper left] These musicians set up shop with their hat on the sidewalk.  In 
medieval times the guilds of York presented a famous cycle of plays at stages 
throughout the city.  In modern times no cars are allowed on the old city streets 
during the day.  These streets fill with pedestrians and sidewalk performers. 

Figure 18. Guitarist, York, England. 
[upper right]  This musician has set his guitar case out as a collection hat. 

Figure 19. York Pipe and Drum Band, York, England. 
[lower left].  This group represents York in parades.  Here they form a circle and 
perform in a small town park with trees and benches in the old city.  Between sets 
they pass the hat to solicit donations for travel expenses. 

Figure 20.  Ladies in Costume, River Ouse Walkway, York, England. 
As mentioned, costumed procession is a form of performance.  These ladies are 
wearing identical black or white"flapper" costumes and pink feather boas.  We 
believe they plan to do a more elaborately choreographed performance 
elsewhere. 
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!  !  
Figure 21. Painter, York Minster Church Yard, England. 
[upper left] The artist paints on canvas laid out on the flagstones near the doors 
of the Minster.  The cup is full of water for his paints.   

Figure 22. Sidewalk Artist, Picadilly, London, England. 
[upper right]  This artist paints on the sidewalk with chalk.  This is in the modern 
Picadilly theater district of London, near Trafalger Square.  This is one of the 
busiest pedestrian areas in the city.   

Figure 23. Protestors, Parliament Square, London, England. 
[lower left].  This group is chanting and displaying signs and maps near the 
Parliament building in an effort to raise awareness of injustice and armed conflict 
abroad. 

Figure 24.  Horse-drawn Taxi, York, England. 
Antique horse-drawn vehicles combine elements of costumed procession and 
historical re-enactment.  Horse-drawn taxis provide tourists with transportation, 
but the real attraction for many is probably the opportunity to be a performer.  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spaces and photographed.    
There is also some evidence to support interpretations that the ruins of 

some Roman amphitheaters and other, possibly more recent, rural landscape 

constructions were also used for performance during the 16th century [Dodd 

1970].  These will not be reviewed separately here. 

As seen above, many kinds of informally theatrical spaces that were used 

for performance in the cities and towns of Britain during the early modern period 

are now being used for contemporary performances.  During the during the 16th 

and/or 17th century performance occurred in some of the very places shown 

here, including Stirling Castle, the House in Stirling, the streets of York, and the 

entry and plaza of York Minster.  

Twenty-first century performance in the kinds of informally theatrical spaces 

shown here sometimes utilizes historic elements, including costume, props, and 

dramatic script, especially where historic architectural and urban design elements 

are present.  When performance happens in informally theatrical public places, 

audiences spontaneously gather.  Audience size attending these events was not 

measured but appears to be loosely related to the amount of leisure pedestrian 

traffic in the area, the length of the performance, and the amount of interest 

generated by the performance.   

Contemporary payment schemes used in informally theatrical space are 

tailored to suit different kinds of performance now, as they did in the past.  

Payment is not a consideration for some kinds of performance, such as the civic 

and wedding pageantry in Figures 23 and 9, although these performances occur 

in public.  Elaborate public performances, such as the music concert in Figure 7 
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and the historic drama in Figure 10, require expensive preparation.  Performers 

are recruited and performances are arranged in advance and funded by public or 

private patrons.  Entrepreneurial performers, such as the bagpipers in Figure 19, 

"pass the hat" after an episode of performance is complete.  Others only perform 

after receiving fees.  For example, the costumed actors in Figure 11 use 

pantomime to invite "spectators" to make a payment and pose for a portrait with 

them.  It is also common for entrepreneurial performers, such as the harmonica 

player in Figure 16, to set out a "hat" where spectators can deposit spontaneous 

payments during continuous performances.   

Participation by self-recruited entrepreneurial performers and the 

spontaneous formation of paying audiences makes it clear that many early 

modern forms of public performance are still important to people.  Opportunities 

to see street theater, enjoy music outdoors, and engage in one's own public 

performance continue to make informally theatrical places special for both 

audience and performers in the United Kingdom. 

2.3 Elizabethan Theaters 

Only a few dozen Elizabethan theaters ever existed.  Performance art in 

general, and scripted dramas in particular, were long considered suspect or 

scandalous by successive religious idealists in Britain: first, because of 

associations with the Roman god Dionysus, debauchery, and all things Pagan; 

later, because of associations with Saint's Plays, religious ritual, and all things 

Catholic; and ultimately because of their associations with King Charles, moral 

decadence, and all things Anglican.   
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Professional theater companies that were royally licensed to produce plays 

and collect payment from audiences enjoyed a temporary existence that ended in 

1642.  Licensed companies did not supplant any existing form of performance.  

They simply added variety and quality, and, in some cases, produced shows 

using scripts that were ultimately published and proved to be of lasting literary 

merit.  Some licensed Elizabethan companies had no theater of their own.  Even 

those that did often traveled for months at a time and staged their plays in 

traditional kinds of informally theatrical spaces, especially when all the theaters in 

London were shut down because of plague outbreaks or political troubles [Thaler 

1920, Barroll xx, Dodd 1970].   

After the fall of the Roman Empire, the first building especially designed to 

house dramatic performance was not constructed in London until the first 

Elizabethan theater was built, in 1577 [Greenfield and Curr 2003, p 331].  Two 

general kinds of buildings licensed as theaters will be discussed below. 

First, large, informally theatrical, rooms of the kinds described and 

illustrated above, were remodeled or outfitted with stages and audience seating 

furniture to create permanent, formally theatrical, spaces for staging dramatic 

productions.  One of Shakespeare's theaters, Blackfriars, part of a former 

Monastery, was this kind of theater.  It no longer exists.   

The only known architectural design for a theater drawn by a contemporary 

of William Shakespeare, is provided below in Figure 25.  It is the work of Inigo 

Jones and is thought to be similar in form to other theaters of the time, including 

Blackfrairs.  No building based on this particular design was actually built in the 
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17th century, but a new "Inigo Jones" theater using this design is in the final 

phases of construction adjacent the new Shakespeare's Globe Theater, in 

London. 

!   
  

Figure 25. Elizabethan Theater Design, Inigo Jones, circa 1616* 
These are the oldest known surviving architectural plan drawings for an English 
theater, although this theater was never actually built in historical times. 

*Public Domain, downloaded from: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/Inigo_jones_theatre.jpg 

In the 1961 edition of his very thorough book about the Globe Theater, 

John Cranford Adams provides us with reprints of 17th century illustrations of 

Bankside theaters and their setting.  Illustrations from Adams [1961] are shown in 

Figures 26 through 28 below, with colors added.  The number and variety of 

boats shown on the river indicate its important role in transportation.   
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These illustrations differ in their particulars, but they all show the theaters 

were taller than the houses, flew flags from their roofs, and were surrounded by 

yards and trees.  Historic records indicate the yards were used by a lively mix of 

performance entrepreneurs, gamblers, and vendors of refreshments and other 

products [Morgan 1966].  People could find entertainment in the yard before, 

after, or in lieu of their experience attending a dramatic production inside the 

theater.  We infer that the yards were theatrical space.  We further infer that the 

yards helped make this a successful Elizabethan theatrical environment: they 

were a necessary part of the theatrical milieu.  The functions of the spaces with 

trees are less clear.  No doubt some of the usual yard activity moved into their 

shade on hot days when coolness was appreciated.  Whether theater managers 

recognized the yards and trees were important to the success of the theater, or 

whether they thought the yard occupants and their activities were a persistent 

unwanted nuisance, is not clear.   

The neighborhoods of surrounding buildings grew up after the construction 

of the theaters.  They included assorted pubs and houses of ill repute whose 

customers were attracted to the area by the theaters [Morgan 1966].  Clearly, 

Southwark's Elizabethan theaters were merely main attractions of the Bankside 

entertainment and hospitality district.  These historic drawings are believed to be 

based on observations made from the tower of Southwark Cathedral, which still 

exists.  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!   
Figure 26. The Bear Garden and the Globe.  Historic London, England.   
[upper left]  This shows the theaters in their urban context.  Colors are added.  
The parks are yellow, the trees are green.  Note the surrounding buildings and 
proximity to the the densely populated City of London, across the river, and the 
River Thames, which was used intensively for transportation. 

Figure 27. The Bankside, Southwark.  Historic London, England. 
[upper right]  Note the dense housing.  These were wooden structures, which 
have not survived.  This was a busy entertainment district during the early 17th 
Century.  The area where the Southwark sidewalk performers were observed and 
photographed in 2008 is a short distance west [upriver] of this area. 

Figure 28. The Swan, the Bear Garden, and the Globe.  Historic London, 
England. 
[bottom].  This drawing shows the spaces between the theaters before they were 
filled with buildings. 

To aid visualization of the scale and relative locations of the river, the 

church, and the theaters, see Figure 29, below.   
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Figure 29.  Southwark Theaters [red] and other Landmarks  
Colorized features from left to right are: Tate Modern Art Museum, Shakespeare's 
Globe Theater [1997], Inigo Jones Theater [not yet open], Bear Garden*, Rose 
Theater*, the original Globe* [1599], HMS Golden Hind [replica of the 16th 
century original] and Southwark Cathedral.  The Swan Theater was farther west. 
* Google Earth locations based on archaeology; images adapted from the Profil de la ville de 
Londres 1643, see Figure x above.  The Swan illustration is used here to represent the Rose. 

This shows historic illustrations of the theaters superimposed on an aerial 

photo of the Bankside neighborhood, as it exists now.  Southwark Cathedral and 

other features that will be discussed later are highlighted in color, as explained in 

the caption.    

The ever-imperiled licensed companies enjoyed their existence because 

of support from Queen Elizabeth, her successor, King James Stuart of Scotland, 

also notable as a royal resident of Stirling Castle, and his son, the ultimately 

beheaded Charles I.  The Puritan-dominated English Long Parliament banned 

staged theatrical performance in 1642.  When Cromwell's Puritans beheaded the 

King in 1644, the Anglican church was proscribed, along with the Catholic church 

[Kite 1927, p 460].  Cromwell also ordered the destruction of all theaters, which 
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were converted to other uses or burned to the ground in 1644 [Morgan 1966].   

Although staged productions were banned, Elizabethan plays remained 

popular in some segments of society.  Many plays, including three of 

Shakespeare’s [King Lear, Othello, and The Merchant of Venice], were published 

as literary works between 1642 and 1660 [Wright 1934].  No doubt these plays 

were also performed privately, if only as reader's theater in traditional informally 

theatrical spaces such as the hall of the Argyll’s Lodging, a restored 17th century 

private home in Stirling, Scotland, shown in Figure 2, above. 

Because of the destruction of Elizabethan theaters in the 17th century, 

most of our knowledge of their settings and appearances comes from 

contemporary written records and drawings and other historical documents.  

Detailed review of the architecture of these theaters is beyond the scope of this 

plan.  Their settings, scale, shape, articulation with the surrounding community, 

are important to understand for defining the siting and program needs of the 

current project.   

Fortunately, beginning in 1988, it has been possible to supplement these 

records with information gleaned from archaeological study of portions of the 

preserved foundations of three theaters: the Rose, the Globe, and the "Bear 

Garden," and other materials associated with them.  It was already known that 

this kind of Elizabethan theater consisted of a multi-sided "donut" shaped 

building with a roof covering vertical tiers of audience seating and the center of 

the building, which accommodated a standing-room-only audience of 

'groundings', open to the sky.  The drawings indicated these building footprints 
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were polygons with only six or eight sides.  The archaeological evidence showed 

the Globe had 20 sides while the Rose had 13.  Estimates of the exterior sizes of 

these theaters indicate the smallest [Bear Garden] was approximately 52 feet, 

and the largest [Globe] was approximately 87 feet diameter [Blatherwick 2002, 

Greenfield and Gurr 2003].   

2.4 Historic Elizabethan Theatrical Places in America 

Theater was outlawed in Britain for less than twenty years.  It has been 

allowed since 1660, when Charles II was invited to return and the British 

monarchy and Anglican church were restored [Morgan 1966].   

Anti-theater sentiment prevailed much longer in America.  Maryland was 

founded in 1634, during the reign of Charles I, when theater was still legal in 

Britain.  Maryland's founder was Calvin Calvert, also known as Lord Baltimore, a 

Catholic seeking to freely practice his religion, among other things.  Theater was 

never formally banned in colonial Maryland, but there is no indication plays were 

actually produced during that period.  Theater was initially banned in every other 

American colony, except Virginia [Morgan 1966].  In 1689 the government of 

Maryland was seized by Protestants in a "Glorious Revolution" that marked the 

ended of religious tolerance in that colony [Graham 1993, p 197].   

Shakespeare was only read as contraband in America during the 17th 

century and no known theaters were built during that time.  During the 18th 

century religious notions continued to make American theatrical performance 

controversial.  Religious leaders incited violent riots to stop theatrical 

performances in New York in 1766, and in Philadelphia in 1783 [McManaway 
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1964, p 514].  The Continental Congress condemned theater in 1774 [Morgan 

1966].   

After the American Revolution and the adoption of the First Amendment of 

the Constitution in 1791, which guaranteed freedom of speech, religion, and 

association in America for the first time, there was more tolerance for different 

religions.  A branch of the Catholic Church could be formally established in the 

English colonies of America.  Construction of the first Catholic Cathedral in 

America, the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Assumption of the Blessed 

Mary, was completed in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1821 [Baltimore Basilica 

Website]. 

With the benefit of freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution, theater in 

general, and Shakespeare in particular, was able to gain legitimacy and 

popularity during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, although no American 

playhouses from this period have been preserved.  During the latter half of the 

19th century, American universities began teaching Shakespeare as literature.  

After the Civil War, enthusiastic industrialists began to assemble significant 

collections of antique Shakespeare-related materials that were eventually made 

available to American scholars [McManaway 1964]. 
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CHAPTER 3. PLANNING CONTEXT 

This project has three planning contexts: 1] the client - consultant context; 

2] the cultural context, which includes historical and contemporary theatrical 

practices and the arts economy; and 3] the geographic context, which is the City 

of Baltimore. 

A full review of firms that specialize in planning theaters and other major 

arts facilities is beyond the scope of this project.  The professional organization of 

theater consultants is the American Society of Theatre Consultants [see their 

website at http://www.theatreconsultants.org/].  An example firm is, Theatre 

Projects Consultants [http://www.tpcworld.com/index.asp], which has offices in 

the USA, UK and Singapore.  The firm works worldwide, providing coordinated 

services of specialists in many fields.  The services they offer include feasibility 

assessment, development, theatre planning, stage and auditorium design, 

project management, and program and operations planning.   

This project represents an initial assessment of site and theater concept 

compatibility.  It is intended to provide basic information that would help a client 

donor evaluate the merits of focusing additional resources on theater and site 

design refinement, long term planning, and complete site, market, and feasibility 

assessments.   

Planning in Baltimore began with an Olmsted plan long ago and is now a 

difficult chaos to navigate.  The City of Baltimore has a Planning Department that 

oversees land use planning and other plans for the City.  Other City departments 

issue their own plans.  The City of has accumulated a mosaic of special districts, 
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commissions, and programs, which make rules and issue plans and policies.  

The current zoning code is a 500 page book, but this is complicated by numerous 

special purpose plans for specific services, such as bicycle transportation, and 

overlapping special districts with conflicting priorities and contradictory rules.  

The main internet portal to access these plans and policies can be found 

at http://www.ci.baltimore.md.us/.  In addition, the State of Maryland, and the 

United States have plans and policies that affect economic development, arts 

related projects, and development and preservation in historic districts.  An 

eleven page annotated list of the plans relied on for the purposes of this project is 

provided in Appendix A, Planning Documents.  There is no single reference that 

contains all the information needed to determine what can and cannot be done in 

any place, nor is there a single plan that coordinates and harmonizes the 

numerous subplans that pertain to different areas, and do not generally even 

reference each other.   

Many of the City's policies and plans reiterate the importance of arts and 

culture related tourism for economic development and social purposes.  

However, the Baltimore Office of Arts and Promotion, an independent non-profit, 

administers all of Baltimore's arts-related grant and public arts programs and 

these programs now proceed somewhat independently of city politics and city 

plans [Randi Vega, personal communication].  

The City of Baltimore 

As discussed previously, an English colony was established in Maryland in 

1634. Establishment of the village that eventually became Baltimore occurred 
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nearly a century later, in 1729 [Blood 1937, p. 187].  The city has been troubled 

by every sort of conflict that characterized American history from the 18th century 

through the 20th, including slavery, religious and ethnic discrimination among 

Euro-Americans, the American Revolution, the War of 1812, the Civil War, racism 

and segregation, and late 19th century industrialization followed by 20th century 

de-industrialization and disinvestment.  

The physical legacy of this history is readily apparent in the often richly 

decorated brick and stone buildings and the street network, as discussed in detail 

elsewhere.  The construction methods and architecture employed in Maryland 

and along the Chesapeake during the 17th and early 18th century included wood 

framing, plus brick and imported decorative tile, as described by Graham (2003) 

and Moser et al (2003).  Hayward (1981) provides a discussion of Baltimore's 

19th century urban planning and architecture, with street maps, photographs of 

rowhouse facades, and floor plans.  Alexander (1983) analyses stylistic 

development of Baltimore's 19th century decorative ironwork and provides 

numerous photographs and drawings of distinctive grills and railings with known 

construction dates.  Rickert (1967) does the same for house facades dating from 

the 1830s to the 1960s.  Roth (1969) provides discussion of the rainbow of paint 

colors, and discussion and photographs of the wallpaper patterns, and styles of 

decorative plasterwork, woodwork, stone carving, and other interior details 

popular in Baltimore during the last decades of the 18th century and the early 

19th century.  Blood (1937) gives a Depression era perspective of the city's 

economic and urban planning history, with historic maps and photographs, and 
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Muller and Groves (1979) provides an analysis of Baltimore's mid-20th century 

distribution of industrial activities.  These references are mentioned here as a 

resources of technical information regarding historic architectural features in 

Baltimore, for purposes of dating features, evaluating the integrity of historic 

buildings, and making choices about restoration design. 

The legacy of Baltimore's historic social conflicts, which mostly developed 

from conditions of inequality established during the colonial period, is only slightly 

less apparent.  For an analysis of the demography of slaves in colonial Maryland 

and discussion of the consequences of slavery practices on the social life of 

these people, see Menard (1975).  Carr and Walsh (1977) analyze the 

demography of white Maryland colonists, many of whom immigrated as 

indentured servants, and discuss the effects of demography and indentured 

servitude on the social lives of whites.  For discussion of social conflicts between 

Euro-Americans stemming from religious differences, see Kite (1927), Lenhart 

(1929), and Graham (1993). 

Klein (1966) compares the role of theological differences, and the different 

social and legal histories of Spanish and English colonists, in the development of 

slavery and treatment of indigenous people in Spanish and English colonies in 

the Americas.  Mitchell (1983) discusses the economic, social, and political 

structures of 17th century Maryland and their evolution from precedents in 

Britain.  The colonial economy, material culture, and quality of life in 17th century 

Maryland and Virginia are analyzed by Carr and Walsh (1988). 

Racial segregation continues to be a relevant issue.  See Maps 1 and 2, 
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below.  The city seems to think of itself as a black and white place, however 

residents are much more diverse than this.    

!  !  
Maps 1 & 2. Black & White Segregation in Baltimore, in the year 2001* 

*As mapped by Baltimore City Department of Planning 

As noted by Blood (1937), Baltimore's population boomed from about 

500,000 in 1900 to over 800,000 by 1930, but recent (1930s) improvements in 

transportation made it easy for population to move out to the suburbs and 

decentralization was not good for the city.  The Census Bureau has just released 

its estimate of the total population of Baltimore for 2008, which is 636,919.  Many 

of the city's homes have long been empty, and many parts of its historic 

commercial districts look like crumbling ghost towns.   

The relationship of Baltimore to surrounding municipalities and the 

Baltimore Washington International Airport is shown below in Map 3, below.   
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Map 3.  City of Baltimore and Vicinity: Major Highways and Airport 
*From the Baltimore Quick Guide, Official Visitor's Guide, Summer/Fall 2008 edition 

Baltimore is an "independent city:" it has the same jurisdictional status as 

a county and is treated as a county by the US Census Bureau.  This is very 

convenient for studying the city using data from the Census Bureau because all 

the statistics normally compiled for counties, not cities, are available for the City 

of Baltimore.  Baltimore County is a suburban area that surrounds the City of 

Baltimore on three sides.  It is treated as a completely distinct area by the laws of 

Maryland and the Census Bureau.   
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Baltimore's harbor is on an inlet of Chesapeake Bay, a large inland 

waterway which was teeming with fish and shellfish in historic times.  This rich 

marine life once supported an important commercial fishery, but the dense 

population that developed on shore destroyed the fishery with industrial pollution, 

sewage effluent, and disruption of natural flow of freshwater into the bay.  Efforts 

to remedy these problems have been underway for many years, and have had 

some beneficial effects.  Fishery production is not expected to recover fully in the 

near future, but recreational sailing on the Chesapeake remains quite popular.   

Development of Baltimore's waterfront as a tourist attraction is well known 

and includes an Aquarium, an open air concert hall, walkways, shopping and 

dining establishments, marinas for boat moorage, and a fleet of historic ships and 

replicas including the only surviving Civil War battle ship, the Constellation; and a 

Cold War submarine, the Torsk.  Recently completed mixed-use luxury condo 

tower developments adjacent to the waterfront have failed to meet expectations, 

no doubt due to the recent excessive construction of waterfront luxury condos 

worldwide and collapse of demand. 

An open air stadium near the waterfront on South Howard Street is the 

home of the Baltimore Orioles baseball team.  Several large modern chain hotels 

are located near the stadium. 

The area focused on for this plan is a neighborhood in central Baltimore.  

Detailed discussion of zoning, special districts, and demographics, as they 

pertain to this neighborhood is provided in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 4. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH METHODS 

The main aim of this project is to conduct a compatibility assessment for 

an Elizabethan theater in Baltimore and develop a plan to integrate such space 

into Baltimore's urban landscape. 

The kind of facility [Elizabethan theater] addressed in this project, the area 

[Baltimore], and the kind of client [arts donor] are pragmatic assumptions.  There 

is no way to identify a site for a facility or do a compatibility assessment without 

knowing what your goal for the project's outcome is, what kind of facility to 

assess, and what the general search area is.  These particular choices were 

made for this project because they seemed expedient.  No doubt a project for a 

different client with different goals would proceed otherwise from the beginning 

and would reach other conclusions in the end.  

The project had two phases: 1] Analysis of art and theater space; and 2] 

analysis of Baltimore and site selection.  In both, field observation was used.  

Primary and secondary data were analyzed.   

Theater Space: For the analysis of theater space the research method for 

the project included field observation as a participant-observer and photographic 

documentation.  There were two stages of field work: 1] in the United Kingdom, 

and 2] in Baltimore.  Observation and documentation of formal and informal 

theatrical spaces in the United Kingdom was done in May and June of 2008.  

Particular emphasis was made on theatrical use of public spaces in London, 

York, and Stirling.  Fieldwork in the UK also included attending an evening show 

in Shakespeare's Globe Theater in London.   
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Baltimore: The analysis of Baltimore began by using secondary sources 

of data.  Remote analysis of Baltimore analyzed demographic and economic 

geography using demographic and economic census data from the US 

Department of Commerce.  The internet was used to develop an inventory of the 

theaters and other major arts establishments in central Baltimore, and the 

elements of their current programs.  Figure and ground images and additional 

maps were created using base imagery from Google Earth combined with 

additional information from maps in plans produced by the Baltimore Planning 

Department and other city agencies.  Additional maps were made with ESRI 

ArcGIS 9.3 that combined census tract level demographic and economic data 

from the 2000 Census and the 2002 Economic Census, with shapefiles of the 

streets, water bodies, and census tracts of Baltimore.   

The second phase of analysis in Baltimore was the field work, which 

included visiting and photographing all of the major arts establishments in the Mt. 

Vernon neighborhood and major performing arts venues nearby.  Other parts of 

Baltimore were visited to evaluate the uniqueness and comparative aesthetic 

quality of the Mount Vernon neighborhood.  All potential building sites identified 

as parking lots or vacant properties using Google Earth were visited to determine 

whether they were still vacant and, if so,to evaluate their aesthetics, 

surroundings, and suitability for the theater.  A search for potential building sites 

not apparent in the Google Earth imagery was also made. 

Google Earth images were examined to assess the transportation network 

and attributes of urban form.  General field assessment of urban form, urban 
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design, and pedestrian friendliness in Baltimore was done in October 2008 and 

followed up by additional field assessment, interviews, and photographic 

documentation in February and March 2009.   

During the spring field visit to Baltimore it became clear that only one site 

met all criteria for compatibility.  This was Block 511 in the Mount Vernon 

neighborhood, bounded by North Charles, West Eager, Cathedral, and West 

Read Streets, combined with part of Block 516, on the corner of North Charles 

and West Read Streets.  See Map 4 on page 38, below. 

Photographs were taken of the buildings on the site, and of the facades of 

buildings that faced the site.  An brief survey for surface archaeological materials, 

such as historic pavements, on the best site was made and significant materials 

were document photographically.  Architectural elevation photographs were 

compiled.  Schematic site and program plans were created.  Finally, 

recommendations for additional work to be done in future planning, if the donor 

elected to proceed toward construction, were listed.   
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Map 4.  Mount Vernon Neighborhood and Blocks 511 and 516, Baltimore 
*Adapted from Google Earth Pro imagery with Photoshop CS4 

The red shaded area is the Mount Vernon neighborhood.  The solid red shape is 
the site.  Major streets and freeways are shown in yellow.  North is at the top. 
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CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

Introduction 

This chapter provides analysis and findings of the fieldwork and the 

analysis of geography.  The first section contains the findings and analysis of 

theater space and theater programs.  The second section contains findings in 

Baltimore and analysis of them. 

5.1.1 New Elizabethan Theaters 

Shakespeare's Globe Theater, now at Southwark, London, is pictured 

below in Figures 30 to 34.  This theater was in the design phase when the 

archaeological remains of the 17th century Rose Theater were discovered in 

1988.  A small portion of the 17th century Globe Theater's foundation was located 

under nearby building and partially excavated in 1989.  For the first time 

archaeological evidence of the exact shape [a 20 sided 'circle'] and size [85 feet 

diameter from outer wall to outer wall] of these historic theaters could be 

incorporated in the design of new theaters.  Prior to these excavations it was 

necessary to infer dimensions and configuration from drawings and texts alone.  

See Figures 25 through 28 in chapter 1, above.    

The architectural design of the new theater was adjusted to incorporate 

information about the shape and dimensions of the historic Globe Theater that 

had not possible to infer from the historical documents.  Issues regarding the 

authenticity and historical accuracy of this new theater have been thoroughly  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!  !  
Figure 30. Shakespeare's Globe Theater, London, England. 
[upper left] The 19th century brick building on the left is used for theater 
functions.  The theater is the black-and-white building.  The brick building and 
wall screen the theater plaza from the view of passersby on the riverside.  

Figure 31. Gate.  Shakespeare's Globe Theater, London, England. 
[upper right]  The outdoor space enclosed by the wall is not open to the public.  
The audience enters the theater through the gift shop in the brick building and 
exits through this gate. 

Figure 32. Interior.  Shakespeare's Globe Theater, London, England 
[lower left].  The stage and gallery, as seen by a groundling.  The white triangle at 
the upper right is the sky. 

Figure 33.  After the Show.  Shakespeare's Globe Theater, London, England 
An audience exiting the theater, approximately 11 PM.  People disperse along 
the river walkway and pedestrian bridges, which are well-lit for pedestrians and 
landscaped with flowers and benches.    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discussed elsewhere [Kennedy 1998] and will not be debated here.   

Much has been written about this theater.  The south end of the pedestrian-

only Millennium Bridge can be seen as a white structure in the upper middle of 

the frame.  The massive Tate Modern art museum occupies most of the left half 

of the picture.  The irregular buildings on the right with the complicated 

machinery on their rooftops are part of the Globe complex.  The round theater 

itself [upper right corner] requires only a small portion of the site and is not much 

wider than the pedestrian bridge. 

There is no park on the property of the modern Globe, only a small plaza. 

The northernmost half of the theater faces a pedestrian walkway that 

extends along the riverbank for miles in both directions.  Observers on the 

walkway see the theater as a round structure built on a plaza from which the 

observer is excluded by brick walls and a decorative iron gate.  Ticketed guests 

use the plaza to exit via the iron gate after the show.  See the riverside walkway, 

theater wall, brick wall, and departing audience below.  The site design of this 

theater provides no public space.  Apparently the reconstruction design team was 

so focused on the theater and its interior, they did not see the need to provide a 

public yard, although, as noted above, yards were consistently shown in the old 

illustrations.   

Note that the small historic buildings on the site were retained although 

they are not Elizabethan.  The other buildings nearby are generally much more 

massive and 20th century or very new.  Retaining small historic buildings, even if 

they don't date from the same period as the design of the new theaters, provides 
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the theater with a setting in which it appears to be comparatively large.  The old 

buildings also screen the modern utilitarian portions at the sides of the new 

theater from the view of pedestrians and people on the river. 

5.1.2 Elizabethan Theater in the USA 

Major American cities commonly have at least one professional 

Shakespeare company and several professional theater companies producing 

modern plays, most frequently in theaters built during the 20th century.  Links to 

dozens of Shakespeare companies can be found on the Shakespeare 

Fellowship's directory page (http://www.shakespearefellowship.org/

linksfestivals.htm).  Student theater clubs produce plays at every level of 

education and adult community theater groups are also common.   

Shakespeare's plays are also commonly presented as outdoor festivals, 

usually in urban parks, some of these use open areas in the landscaping, others 

have stages.  There are, however, only a few open-air theaters with Elizabethan 

stages in the USA.   

The Folger Library in Washington, DC, is a Shakespeare think-tank and 

archive of archive of 16th and 17th century books and manuscripts, with 

collections that emphasize and illuminate the context of Shakespeare's work.  

The Folger's website (http://www.shakespeareinamericanlife.org/features /

usa.cfm) provides a map of nine stages in the United States which are deemed 

"Elizabethan" by scholars in the field.  I defer to their expertise in identifying 

stages that merit that designation.   

One of the stages listed on the Folger's map, the Globe Stage at Hofstra 
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University in Hempstead, New York, is essentially a set sometimes used in a 

modern auditorium, and will not be discussed here.  The other eight stages are 

located in Ashland, Oregon; San Diego, California; Staunton, Virginia; Chicago, 

Illinois; Atlanta, Georgia; Odessa, Texas; and the Folger Library's in Washington, 

DC.  Thumbnail aerial images of these theaters, and one in London, UK, are 

provided in Figures 34 through 42, below.   

All information used here regarding the size, history, and current programs 

of these theaters was acquired from the company's own websites, except as 

noted.  Detailed descriptions of the program of each of these theaters are 

provided in Appendix B.  

All of these theaters have achieved their success by responding to the 

unique context of their community with programs that satisfy community needs.  

Even in a small town not near any large city, such as Ashland, Oregon, theater 

can be a major local industry.   

The Elizabethan theaters in Staunton, Chicago, Atlanta, Odessa, and 

Washington, DC, are roofed and fully enclosed, with architectural design said to 

be generally Elizabethan, or very much like specific theaters, usually Blackfriars 

or the Globe, which have well documented associations with Shakespeare.   

The companies operating open-air Elizabethan theaters in Ashland, San 

Diego, and Cedar City, have all won Tony awards for artistic excellence.  They 

are located in places where summer days are quite warm.  They all began doing 

outdoor park productions and first built open-air theaters between 1935 and  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Figures 34-42.  Selected New Elizabethan Theaters. 
Shown in chronological order.  Notes indicate the form, year of opening, and style 
of each theater.  [Theaters highlighted with red.  ] 
* Site images from Google Earth Pro, all are at the same scale to facilitate comparison 

1962.  The existing structures are all the result of successive renovations, and 

were completely rebuilt after early structures were destroyed by fires.  These 

theaters are all used to present evening shows six days a week during the 

!  
#34. 1932.  Washington, DC 

1 roofed "Elizabethan"

!  
#39. 1990.  Atlanta, Georgia 
1 roofed "Elizabethan tavern"

!  
#35. 1935.  Ashland, Oregon 

1 open air "Globe", 1935 
2 roofed

!  
#40. 1996.  Chicago, Illinois 

1 roofed "Swan"

!  
#36. 1935. San Diego, 

California 
1 roofed "Globe" 

1 open air & 1 roofed 

!  
#41. 1996.  London, England 

1 open air "Globe" 
1 roofed "Inigo 

Jones" [unfinished]

!  
#37. 1962.  Cedar City, Utah 

1 open air "Globe" 
2 roofed"

!  
#42. 2001.  Staunton, Virginia 

1 roofed "Blackfriars" 
1 proposed "Globe," site 

unknown

!  
#38. 1968.  Odessa, Texas 

1 roofed "Globe"
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summer season.  They are not used for matinees.  Each of these three 

companies also operates at least one fully roofed, air-conditioned, enclosed 

modern theater, where summer matinees and all winter season plays are 

presented.  The seats and performance numbers are given in Table 1. below. 

Table 1.  Open-Air Elizabethan Theaters: Audience Size, Season, Number of 
Productions. 

Ashland Price = $20 to $89 
San Diego by subscription only 3 plays = $87 to $228 = $29-76/show 
Utah price = $23-66  
London price = 5 pounds for standing, 12-33 for seats 

The open air Elizabethan theater in London has approximately three to 

nine times the seasonal capacity of the American open-air theaters.  As 

mentioned previously,  "Shakespeare's Globe" in London is the only open-air 

Elizabethan theater with the geometry of the historic Globe.  It holds a large 

audience, despite its small "footprint," because it has three galleries of bench 

seats stacked vertically around the perimeter, and the center of the house is 

standing room only, for 700.  Bench seats and standing room are true to 

2009 
Elizabethan 

Theater 
Company 
Programs

Ashland, 
Oregon

San Diego, 
California

Cedar City, 
Utah London, UK

Open air 
theater 
audience size

1190 615 875 1500

Number of 
performances

114 88 62 299

Seasonal 
Audience 

135,660 54,120 54,250 448,500

Number of 
productions

3 3 3 7

Production 
season

2 June - 10 
Oct

13 June -27 
Sept

29 June - 29 
August

23 April - 10 
Oct 
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Elizabethan conditions, and they require less space per person than modern 

theater seating in individual chairs with arm rests.   

In addition, at the height of its season the London company presents more 

than twice as many shows per week.  The three American companies have no 

shows on Mondays and one daily from Tuesday through Sunday.  The London 

company generally has only one show on Monday, three shows on Saturday [a 

matinee, an evening show, and the last at midnight], and two daily from Tuesday 

through Friday and on Sundays.  The British theater also has a longer season.   

The companies in Ashland, San Diego, and Cedar City all generate a 

substantial portion of their annual revenues from programming that uses their 

indoor theaters.  Ashland's indoor season is from February to November, with two 

indoor theaters used for performances and a smaller one used for workshops 

and readers' theater.  The London company does not operate an indoor theater 

for presentation of plays, although it does have an indoor auditorium used for 

educational programs and a small indoor theater is under construction.   

The American open-air theaters are all located within or beside large 

green spaces open to the public.  The Ashland and Cedar City companies 

conduct educational activities in gardens beside their theaters.  The San Diego 

company's facilities are located in a large city park that also houses facilities for 

other activities.  A major renovation and construction project, to be completed in 

2010, will create new classrooms and workshops for the theater, new facilities for 

outdoor dining, and accommodate additional new activities in the plazas and 

gardens near the theaters.  These improvements will make the area an all-day 
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destination attractive to visitors with diverse interests, not just a place for theater 

audiences to queue up before the show.   

The London company has no outdoor programming.  The theater is in an 

area with much-used pedestrian facilities, most notably the Millennium Bridge 

across the Thames, and the Jubilee Walkway along the river's south bank.  The 

theater courtyard could potentially be used for outdoor activities, but it is only 

used as an exit route for the audience.  As seen when I visited this theater in 

June 2008, all other visitors are excluded from the courtyard by tall brick walls 

and a substantial metal gate.   

5.1.3 Theater Program Elements  

All of the Elizabethan theater companies have a variety of educational 

programs that serve children, youth, and the theater community.  The exact 

configuration of these programs is different for each company.  They all offer 

reduced price tickets for students; free written materials for classroom teachers 

and students; classroom visits by members of the company; backstage tours; 

pre-performance discussion of the play; and opportunities for volunteers and 

interns.  Workshops for K-12 classroom teachers, to improve their stagecraft or 

teach them new methods for incorporating theater into their curriculum are 

commonly offered.  Some companies send actors on tour during the off-season 

to perform in schools and other community settings, sometimes coordinating the 

performance with a week or two weeks of acting workshops with students and/or 

working with students to produce their own play.   

Unusual programs of interest include coordination with a neighboring 
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university to offer courses in theater and Master of Fine Arts degrees, or Master 

of Arts Management degrees.  Professional development programs for the 

theater community include fellowships, paid internships/apprenticeships for MFA 

graduates, master classes in acting and stagecraft with the company and with 

visiting artists, and opportunities to travel and perform abroad.   

None of these companies confines itself to producing the works of 

Shakespeare.  Every company produces plays by other authors, including some 

written during the past few decades.  Some companies are also able to 

commission playwrights to create new scripts.   

Educational programs the companies provide for playwrights usually 

include classroom writing/acting workshops for children and youth.  At the 

professional level, a few companies do readers theater, in which scripts are read 

[but not performed] by actors on stage, followed by a critique session in which 

the writer, actors, and audience discuss the material.  The Ashland company also 

selects scripts for actors and stagecraft professionals to workshop with the writer, 

culminating in a public performance.   

Gardens are associated with many of the Elizabethan theaters, including 

the enclosed theaters.  The landscaping in these gardens is sometimes intended 

to be explicitly Elizabethan or Shakespearean by choice of plants and design, 

although they are not used as theatrical spaces.  This is especially true at the 

Folgers Library in Washington, DC, and the Globe in Odessa, Texas.  The 

Folgers' Library's maps show locations of additional Shakespearean gardens 

which are not associated with Elizabethan stages, although many of them are 
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near non-Elizabethan theaters.  A few of these gardens are beside a replica of 

Anne Hathawaya's cottage. 

5.1.4 Funding Program Elements  

Every Elizabethan theater company discussed here operates as a non-

profit establishment.  They all accept donations via their websites.  Some of them 

are located at city parks or college campuses and are partially funded, at least 

indirectly, by the city or college.  Other revenue programs and funding sources 

vary.  Specific details regarding funding are not accessible online for most 

theaters, although the annual reports, with donor lists and balance sheets, of the 

Ashland and Chicago companies are available online as pdfs that can be 

downloaded and saved.  

Ticket revenue.  Every program charges for performances, although in 

some cases, such as the annual Grinch productions in San Diego, donations by 

sponsors cover most or all of the cost of the production so ticket prices need not 

reflect the full cost of the performance and some audiences, usually schools in 

low-income areas, may not be charged at all.  Depending on the company 

visitors may or may not also be charged for backstage tours, pre-performance 

and post-performance lectures, scholarly lectures and academic conferences, or 

theater-related activities conducted outdoors.   

Food Service.  Refreshments vary from no food service, to dessert and 

beverages, to the full pre-performance dinner menu and intermission desserts at 

Shakespeare's Tavern in Atlanta.    

Retail.  The existence of a retail program is not ubiquitous.  Where most 
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fully developed, items may be purchased online, as well as at the theater.  Items 

for sale include tee shirts, books, mugs, games, children's toys, jewelry, 

costumes, posters, miscellaneous decorative items, and audio recordings.  Audio 

recordings may also be available for free as podcasts, or for small fees from 

iTunes.  All of these companies could be generating revenue by providing click-

through links to books, music, DVDs, etc. at Amazon, but they don't. 

Facility Rental.  Various spaces may be available for special events.  

Depending on the theater, the lobby, auditoriums, classrooms, workshop theater, 

or garden may be available to rent for anyone in the community, for major 

donors, or both.  Catering and special performances or workshops by members 

of the company may also be available.   

Prop and Costume Rental.  The Ashland company has a collection of 

27,000 costumes that can be shipped for rental worldwide.  The Cedar City 

company makes its complete collection of costumes, props, and stage furniture 

available to rent.  Both of these programs have fee structures designed to make 

the items available to non-profit theaters and schools for community theatrical 

productions at low cost.  Film companies and for-profit theaters are charged 

somewhat more. 

Program Sponsorship.  Grants from local and federal government 

agencies, non-profit foundations, foreign embassies, and corporations are all 

used to support these theaters, although it is not possible to determine exactly 

which sponsors provide what contributions to each theater.  Many of these 

sources of funding are not available to companies that do not pay professional 
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wages to actors and backstage crews, who are usually represented by strong 

unions, notably Actors Equity.   

Donor programs include special networking events for donors, tickets to 

performances, recognition of sponsorship on the website and in printed 

materials, opportunities to reserve theater facilities for the sponsor's events, 

opportunities to collaborate with the company in producing new programs for the 

community, such as bringing visiting performing arts companies from abroad, 

sending company members on tour, engaging particular underserved groups, 

funding internships and apprenticeships, building new facilities, and 

commissioning production of new plays.   

5.2.0 Analysis of Baltimore 

The following sections provide analysis of Baltimore's economic 

geography, transportation network, urban form, zoning, and historic resources.  

The focus of these sections is on the Mount Vernon neighborhood and the 

reasons it was determined to be the most best neighborhood in Baltimore for an 

Elizabethan theater program.   

5.2.1 Transportation Network 

Analyzing the transportation network will demonstrate the physical 

accessibility of Baltimore and the planned facility to people throughout the region, 

and beyond. 

Air:  the Baltimore Washington International Airport [BWI] provides direct 

flights to major cities worldwide, and is located only a few miles from Baltimore.   

See Map 5 below. 
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National Rail:  Amtrak has seven routes that stop at Baltimore's Penn 

Station, providing direct rail connections between the Mt. Vernon Historic District, 

BWI, and 20 states, plus the nearby District of Columbia.  Major cities on these 

routes include New Orleans, Miami, Chicago, Boston, and New York.  Ticket 

prices vary with the service, with the least expensive weekend rail fare between 

Washington DC and Baltimore costing about $24 one-way. 

!  

Map 5.  Regional Airports and Surface Transportation to Baltimore. 

Local Rail:  Maryland Transit Administration operates a complex system 

providing local transportation between the Mt Vernon Historic District and 

neighboring communities.  Light rail trains provide frequent low cost [$1.75 one 

way] connections between BWI and Hunt Valley from 6 AM to 11 PM daily.  
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These trains stop along Howard Street in Baltimore at 1] Camden Yards [Conway 

Street], 2] the Convention Center [Pratt Street], 3] Lexington Market [Lexington 

Street], and in the Mt Vernon neighborhood at 4] Center Street, 5] Preston Street, 

6] Mt. Royal Avenue, and 7] Penn Station.  On weekdays MARC trains run from 

Union Station in Washington, DC, to Penn Station, with stops at BWI and local 

suburbs, with fares about $10 each way.  The METRO Subway provides 

connections between Howard Street at Lexington Market, Johns Hopkins Medical 

Center, downtown Baltimore, and neighborhoods to the Northwest of Lexington 

Market.  

Local Bus:  the Maryland Transit Authority also operates the metropolitan 

bus system, which connects the Mt. Vernon Historic District to all neighborhoods 

of Baltimore and the suburbs.  Weekly Maryland Transit Authority passes are 

good for fares on the light rail and subway trains, plus the bus, and cost only 

$16.50.  New roofed bus shelters with maps, schedules, and benches were 

recently installed along North Charles Street as part of a major street 

improvement project. 

A new free shuttle bus is scheduled to begin service northbound from 

downtown Baltimore every fifteen minutes on North Charles Street past Penn 

Station to the North Charles District, returning southbound via Saint Paul Street.   

A new streetcar connecting Johns Hopkins University with downtown 

Baltimore at a cost of $100M has also been proposed.  This project is in the early 

planning stage and has not yet been funded.  The proposed route, if built, would 

travel northbound through the Mt. Vernon Historic District on North Charles 
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Street, and southbound on St. Paul and Cathedral Streets.  However, this route 

may not be feasible.  All of Charles Street has been designated a nationally 

important scenic byway.  Embedding rail tracks in the roadbed for a streetcar 

would require excavation and destruction of the historic brick and stone 

pavement in the Mt. Vernon National Historic District.  This would not be 

consistent with the Baltimore Historic District Design Guidelines.  It would be 

especially detrimental to the aesthetics and authenticity of historically significant 

elements in the circle around the Washington Monument, which is on the 

National Register of Historic Places.   

In 2006 the bicycle planning group identified Charles Street as a top 

priority route for current and future bicycle travel.  The City of Baltimore 

subsequently included Charles Street as a key part of its plan of action for 

improving the bicycle network.  This was one of the reasons for the city's recent 

investment in the Charles Street improvement project.  Unfortunately, embedded 

rail tracks are extremely dangerous for bicyclists, making streetcars and 

bicyclists incompatible.  Because of these conflicts on Charles Street, which were 

not identified or addressed by the initial street car feasibility report, it seems likely 

that the street car project will be delayed while route changes or necessary 

mitigations are negotiated.  If the conflicts cannot be satisfactorily resolved, it is 

anticipated that the proposed streetcar will not, ultimately, be deemed feasible.  

Therefore, no plans which rely upon streetcar service should be made at this 

time.    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Map 6. Transit connections and arts in the Mount Vernon neighborhood. 
Bus lines are shown above in red, rail lines are shown in yellow.  Arts intstitutions 
are shown in turquoise.  Buildings are not shown, to make it easier to see the 
transit network. 

In coming decades it is expected that people will drive less and use transit more.  
The Mount Vernon neighborhood is already well connected to the rest of 
Baltimore and surrounding suburbs by bus.  MARC trains and the Light Rail line 
connect the neighborhood to Baltimore-Washington International Airport, and 
other parts of the city.  MARC trains also go to Washington, DC, which takes half 
an hour. Amtrak trains stop at Penn Station.  They provide direct service to other 
cities on the east coast.  Amtrak trains also bring people from other parts of the 
country, such as New Orleans, Miami, Chicago, and the West Coast.  Train 
travelers can also make connections to Canada's passenger rail system. 
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Map 7. Residents Who Walk to Work 
Mt. Vernon's residents are especially likely to walk to work, which makes sense 
for such a low paid group living so close to so many schools and employers. 

It also means that the level of pedestrian traffic on the sidewalks is higher than it 
is in areas where people do not walk to work.  This is important for two reasons: 
1] pedestrian activity makes the neighborhood safer; and 2] when people see 
other people are safely walking around, they feel safe to do the same thing.   

This has important consequences for the area.  It not only provides health 
benefits for the people who walk, it gives the neighborhood a much friendlier and 
livelier atmosphere for residents and visitors.  It helps people make connections 
to meet other people, make friends, and collaborate for community activities.  It 
also makes a nightlife scene possible.  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Alternatives to Automobile-commuting: Maps 6 and 7, above, show the transit 

network in the Mount Vernon neighborhood and the distribution of Baltimore's 

residents who walk to work.  As discussed above, these options provide viable 

alternatives for people who live or work in this neighborhood. 

Streets: Automobile traffic is accommodated in the Mt. Vernon 

neighborhood by surface streets that are generally 2 lanes wide.  Traffic on North 

Charles Street is one way northbound only, and is the primary surface route 

between downtown Baltimore and amenities north of downtown, such as Johns 

Hopkins University and the Baltimore Art Museum.  Cathedral Street and Saint 

Paul Streets are the main southbound-only streets through the Mt. Vernon 

neighborhood.  The interstate highway borders the Mt. Vernon neighborhood and 

separates it from other neighborhoods on the north and east sides.  Parking is 

provided on the street, and in numerous surface lots and garages.    

All surface streets in the Mt. Vernon neighborhood are pedestrian friendly 

with continuous sidewalks in good condition, crosswalks at intersections, and 

traffic control lights.  The streetscape along North Charles Street is currently 

under construction to improve aesthetics, wheelchair accessibility, and 

functionality of the street.  The roadway is being resurfaced.  Old concrete 

sidewalks are being replaced with permeable brick.  New sidewalk benches and 

bus shelters are being installed.   

Historic single-lane mid-block streets, including Morton Street [between 

Cathedral and Charles Streets], and Lovegrove Street [between Charles and 

Saint Paul Streets], are still present in the Mt. Vernon Historic District.  In some 
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places rows of shops, sidewalks with hand-shaped granite curbstones, and old 

stone or brick street pavements are still present.  The Historic District Design 

Guidelines require the conservation of these pavements, curbstones, and 

sidewalks.  The Guidelines also encourage the restoration of historic street 

networks where they have been obstructed or damaged.  The stone paving of 

one of these historic mid-block streets in Block 511 is still in excellent condition 

and visible on the surface along the south side of the large parking lot.   

5.2.2 Demography and Economic Geography 

Data from the 2000 census regarding demography, language, and place of 

residence for workers with employment in arts and hospitality related occupations 

at the census tract level was downloaded from the US Census Bureau website 

data from the 2000 census and mapped.  Data regarding 2002 employment 

locations was acquired from the US Census Bureau's Economic Census, and 

also mapped.  Additional geographic layers: streets, water, etc., were combined 

with the census tract shapes and economic and demographic data.  The maps 

are provided and individually discussed below.   

Based on the demographic and economic geography analysis, it was 

determined that the Mount Vernon neighborhood is at the core of Baltimore's 

most important and lively arts and entertainment district.  Additional maps of this 

neighborhood were created using a base image from Google Earth in Photoshop 

CS4.  This is more accurate at the scale of interest than the GIS shapefiles 

available from the City of Baltimore.  Layers were added to the Photoshop tif file 

to analyze urban form, details of the transportation network, the historic districts, 
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the land use zones, the healthy neighborhood districts, and other districts in the 

neighborhood.    

Proportion of jobs in various industries in Baltimore, in 2006, as indicated 

by the Economic Census data is provided in Figure 16 below.  Approximately 2% 

of Baltimore's jobs are in Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation.  Arts, 

entertainment, and recreation facilities support many of the jobs in 

Accommodation and Food Services.  Together, these industries create 8% of the 

jobs in Baltimore.  Health Care and Social Assistance is the only industry which 

clearly employs significantly more people in this city.  

!  
Figure 43.  Baltimore Employment in 2006 
Together, the Arts, Entertainment and Recreation, and Accommodation and Food 
Service industries create 10% of the jobs in Baltimore. 
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Map 8. Total Resident population 
This map shows the census tracts.  The colors indicate the number of total 
residents living in the tract in 2000.  Fewer people live in Baltimore now than in 
2000, but until the 2010 census is complete we won't know the details about that. 

The two census tracts in the Mt. Vernon neighborhood, at the 511 symbol, are 
light green and yellow in this map, indicating they had moderate population size, 
compared to other census tracts in Baltimore.  They each had between 2900 and 
4500 residents in 2000.   

The neighborhood had about as many residents as a small town in 2000.  New 
apartment buildings have been constructed since then.  The total number of 
people living in the area now is probably a few hundred more or less than the 
population in 2000. 
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Map 9. Number of Residents with Employment 
The Mt. Vernon census tracts are dark green on this map, indicating that the 
number of neighborhood residents age sixteen and over who have jobs is 
between 2400 and 4600 per census tract, which is not much less than the total 
number of residents.   

This appears to indicate that residents of this neighborhood have better access 
to jobs than residents of some parts of the city.  But this high rate of employment 
could also be due to having more residents of all kinds, or relatively few residents 
who are under sixteen, or retired, or are not part of the labor force for some other 
reason. 
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Map 10. Median income 
Mt. Vernon's census tracts in this map are shown as dark orange and orange, 
indicating that the median household income of residents on the west side of the 
neighborhood was between $15,500 and $23,000, in 1999.  This is lower than in 
most of Baltimore's neighborhoods.  On the east side of the neighborhood the 
median household income was about average for Baltimore: between $28,600 
and $34,700.   

This means that although a high portion of the residents of west Mt. Vernon have 
jobs, many of their jobs don't pay very well.  

Median income is an income amount which is equal or greater to the income of 
half the residents.  It is also equal to or less than the income of half the residents.  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Map 11. Residence: Students  
There are three colleges in the neighborhood: Maryland Institute College for Arts, 
also called MICA; Peabody Institute, the music school of Johns Hopkins 
University; and Baltimore University, which teaches liberal arts, law, and 
business.   

As indicated by the light green color of the census tracts on this map, the number 
of residents who are male college or graduate students is slightly lighter than it is 
in other parts of Baltimore.  The number of female residents who are college 
students is similar.  Many of these students probably work part time at entry level 
jobs. This is probably one reason the high employment level occurs with such a 
relatively low median income. 

The dark green patch at the top of the map is the main campus of Johns Hopkins 
University, which specializes in medical and technical programs. 
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Map 12. Household language: English Only  
The band of dark orange and red from the downtown Baltimore through the Mt 
Vernon neighborhood and north past Johns Hopkins Unviersity indicates that this 
is an area where only 65% to 77% of the households speak only English.  In 
other words, this is a center of cultural diversity.  People in 23% to 35% of the 
households in this area are bilingual or speak a language besides English.   
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Map 13. Employment: Arts, Design, Sports, and Media  
This map, using data from the 2002 Economic Census, shows the location of 
workplaces, not residence.  This shows where people work when they have jobs 
in Design, Sports and Media industries.  The Mt. Vernon census tracts are 
medium green.  This indicates they contain worksites of 200 to almost 600 
people in these industries. 
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Map 14. Total Employment 
As shown on this map, the Mt. Vernon neighborhood is part of the central 
business district.  The number of total employees working in the area is between 
6800 and 15,000 for the west census tract, and 3500 and 6800 for the east 
census tract.  If you compare this to the number of residents, you will see that the 
number of people working here is more than the number of people living here. 

This is good for economic development in the neighborhood, because it means 
thousands of people from outside the neighborhood come here every day and 
they have money.   

How much money do they have? 
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Map 15. Employment: Workers Earning >$50,000 
The light green color of the Mt Vernon census tracts on this map indicate that 
1000 to 2000 workers employed in each tract earned over $50,000 in 1999.  
Perhaps even more important, employers in the census tracts of downtown, 
which are just south and downhill of Mt. Vernon had up to 10,000 employees who 
earned that much money.   

Where do these people live?  As indicated on the Median Household Income 
map discussed previously, the residents of some of Baltimore's census tracts 
have median household incomes over $50,000.  Some of these are located 
around the harbor, but most of them are north of the Mt. Vernon neighborhood, in 
census tracts which have low levels of employment and business activity.  This 
means 1] the high income earners can't take care of business in their own 
neighborhoods and 2] thousands of them pass through Mt Vernon twice a day.  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5.2.3 Zoning & Districts 

Maps of land use zones and special districts follow this discussion.   

The City of Baltimore requires all new construction to be eligible for LEED 

certification.  The City also has a tree protection program, so existing trees will 

need to be protected from damage during construction and new landscaping will 

need to take the city's rules and guidelines under consideration.   

There are several land use zones in the Mt. Vernon Neighborhood, 

including residential zones, business zones, and mixed-use office-residence 

areas.  In addition, there are numerous overlay and special program districts.  

See Figure x.  For the sake of brevity only the zones and districts with direct 

relevance to Block 511 and other properties addressed specifically in the Plan 

will be discussed here.   

B-4-2 Central Business District zone.  All of Block 511, except the 

properties on Read Street, between Morton and North Cathedral Streets, is in 

this zone.  Every program element recommended in the Plan is expressly 

allowed in this zone.  Permitted uses listed in the Code include: auditoriums and 

concert halls; artisans and craft work; banquet halls; restaurants including 

entertainment and dancing and accessory outdoor table service; schools 

[commercial]; taverns including live entertainment and dancing; and outdoor 

display of merchandise for sale to the public [Baltimore City Revised Code Zg § 

6-505 and § 6-506].  Floor area ratio in this district is limited to 14 [Baltimore City 

Revised Code Zg § 6-513], which exceeds the needs of this proposed project. 

O-R-3/4 Office-Residence District zone.  The properties along Read Street 

between Morton and North Cathedral Streets are in this zone.  Permitted uses 
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here include dwellings; apartments; nonprofit and publicly owned educational and 

cultural institutions; libraries and art galleries; museums; professional offices; 

parks and playgrounds; and nursery schools [Baltimore City Revised Code Zg § 

5-201]. 

Parking Requirements.  In B-4-2 district areas new uses that eliminate 

existing parking must replace the eliminated spaces.  Provision of new off-street 

parking space is not required for the following uses: retail, concert halls, theaters, 

banquet halls, exhibit rooms, restaurants, libraries, galleries, museums, or other 

commercial uses.  It is required for office use at the rate of 1 parking space per 

2000 feet of area in excess of 50,000 square feet.  For business colleges and 

trade schools it is required at the rate of 1 per four teachers and employees plus 

one per 24 students.  For dance and music schools and studios it is required at 

the rate of one per two teachers and employees.  Parking can be provided in a 

separate facility up to 300 feet from the building where the primary use will occur 

if the parking facility is also owned or leased for a long period by the owner of the 

primary structure.  [Baltimore City Revised Code Zg § 10-101 through § 10-405]. 

The Healthy Neighborhoods district designation targets the northwest 

portion of Block 511 along Eager and North Cathedral Streets for low cost loans 

and other financial assistance for renovation and restoration of historic buildings.  

The exact program eligibility is too technical to be determined here.  It would 

depend on the use to be made of the property and other details.  Potential 

benefits include low cost loans for purchase purpose of the property and 

construction, a 20% Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit from the Maryland 
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Historical Trust, a freeze on taxes from the Baltimore City Commission for 

Historic and Architectural Preservation [CHAP], and 20% tax credit from the 

National Park Service.  There are currently two three-story historic brick buildings 

in the Healthy Neighborhoods portion of Block 511 with damaged and collapsing 

facades.  Their structural soundness and interior conditions are unknown.  There 

are also several small single story structures in the Healthy Neighborhoods area 

which appear to be a] blocking an historic mid-block street; b] not of historic 

nature; and c] in poor condition.   

All of Block 511 is contained in the City of Baltimore's Mount Vernon 

Historic District.  All demolition, new construction, and renovation of existing 

buildings that will affect the streetscape, the exteriors of buildings, landscaping, 

and historically significant interiors must be reviewed and approved by the 

Baltimore City Council's Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation 

as part of the permitting process.  Design guidelines for historic structures are 

quite specific and aim to preserve their appearance.  This is considered an asset 

for the current project, as it ensures the continued existence of the historic 

buildings and historic character of the neighborhood.  As noted previously, 

historic stone pavements and any buried archaeological features that may be 

discovered are also covered by historic preservation rules. 

The specific elements of the guidelines for the historic district will not be 

reviewed in detail here.  In summary, design guidelines for new construction call 

for new buildings to incorporate distinguishing characters that already exist in the 

area.  New buildings also need to relate to the historic buildings and streetscapes 
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and be compatible with them, while not replicating historic buildings in a way that 

would cause new to be confused with old [Commission for Historical and 

Architectural Preservation.  n.d.  p. 83-86].  These goals are all compatible with 

the proposed plan, as will be discussed later.   

Block 511 is part of the Midtown Community Benefits District, which was 

established by voters to use a small property tax to provide neighborhood 

services the City of Baltimore is not able to provide.  Existing programs of the 

Benefits District are focused on tidiness and security and include litter pick-up, 

street cleaning, and nighttime escort and ride home services.  The district also 

paid for a focus group as part of a needs assessment for strategic planning 

purposes.  Attendance at the focus group was low [under 30 people], and 

possibly not representative of the overall community.  The participants identified 

security, and especially nighttime security, as the highest priority, although they 

had no consensus on what should be done.  Participants who lived in the Mt. 

Vernon neighborhood felt more secure than residents of the other neighborhoods 

in the district [McGrath and Patel 2008], although, how the significance of this 

difference is not clear.  
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Map 16. Google Earth & Buildings 
This map shows the same view, but the buildings have been covered with purple 
blocks to make it easier to distinguish buildings from the spaces between them.  
Most of the space not covered with buildings is paved and used for streets, 
highways, and parking.   
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Map 17. Land Use Zones 
The City of Baltimore's land use code seeks to organize redevelopment by 
establishing limits on what can be done in different areas.  This map shows the 
land use zones established by the city in the Mount Vernon area.   

Restrictions in the historic districts also limit what can be done.   

The brown and purple area designated B-4-2 is in the historic district.  The city's 
goal is for the historic buildings to be saved and for the historic district to continue 
to have a distinctive historic appearance.  Basically, as long as reasonable effort 
would save the building it can't be torn down.  However, as discussed earlier, 
without regular maintenance and occasional major repair that may be difficult to 
finance, these buildings will all fall down.  
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Map 18. Healthy Neighborhoods 
The City of Baltimore and the State of Maryland provide tax breaks and other 
assistance for owners of historic buildings to encourage them to do maintenance 
and restoration.  Additional assistance, including low cost loans for more money 
than the building will be worth after the work is complete are available for owners 
of buildings in the Healthy Neighborhood areas shown above. 

Baltimore's building code for the heart of this neighborhood, which is the B-4-2 
area along Charles Street, allows owners to construct new buildings up to 14 
stories tall when the historic buildings are gone.  With bonuses, they can be even 
higher.  One commercial strategy in this area is to buy several contiguous 
properties, rent the apartments out to whoever for very little, don't do anything to 
delay deterioration, demolish everything as soon as possible, and put up a high 
rise.. 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Map 19. Historic Districts 
Baltimore's city historic district is shown in pink above.  The national historic 
district is blue.   

English colonists and slaves lived here before the American Revolution.  Some 
buildings from that time are still standing.  The very first statue of George 
Washington is in Monument Park.  Statues of other Revolutionary War fighters 
are also in the park.  The church attended by Francis Scott Keyes, who wrote the 
Star Spangled Banner after watching a sea battle nearby, is across the street 
from Monument Park.  These places are important to the nation's history. 

Most of the old buildings in the neighborhood were built during the 19th Century.  
Some people who worked and lived here were liberated from slavery by the 
Emancipation Proclamation.  Others fought and died in the Civil War.  Baltimore 
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Map 20. Historic Housing 
The map above shows much of central Baltimore. The 511 symbol indicates 
where the Mount Vernon District is.  The color patches are census tracts. Each 
census tract is red, green, yellow, or orange to indicate how many of the 
occupied housing units in the tract were built before 1950. 

There are two census tracts in the Mount Vernon neighborhood. One of them is 
yellow, indicating that 49-61% of its occupied housing units were built before 
1950. The other census tract is light green, indicating that 62-71% of the 
occupied housing units were built before 1950.  These are moderate percentages 
of historic housing units.  They indicate the neighborhood contains buildings of 
different ages.  This is a place where major investment created new housing after 
1950, unlike some parts of Baltimore, where all major investment to create new 
housing occurred before 1950.  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5.2.4 Theater and Arts Establishments in Baltimore 

The maps on the following pages show that the Mount Vernon 

neighborhood is a center of employment in the Arts and Entertainment.  

Descriptions of major arts establishments in the neighborhood, focused on 

performing arts venues is provided after the maps section, followed by 

photographs of the buildings that house these establishments. 
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Map 21. Google Earth & Major Arts Establishments 
The map above is based on a photograph taken of the Mt. Vernon neighborhood 
from space in 2007.  It shows the streets and buildings in their actual colors, 
which are mostly black, white, or gray.  Grass is dark green.  Washington 
Monument Park is the light green + in the lower part of the map. 

The neighborhood is isolated from areas to the north [top] and east [right] by a 
freeway.  Each block is covered with buildings, with few exceptions.  No space as 
large as a block is completely free of buildings, except for one parking lot in the 
northeast corner, where a parking garage for 12,000 cars is now being 
constructed.  Light blue stars show where major arts establishments are.  Each 
one is labeled with the name of the arts establishment.  The red area is where 
the theater project proposed here would be placed. 
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Map 22. Residents: Arts and Entertainment Workers:  
The west Mount Vernon .census tract is dark green, indicating it is home to more 
arts and entertainment workers than most of Baltimore.  The east census tract is 
light orange, indicating it is home to slightly less than the average number of arts 
and entertainment workers.  The number of residents who work in these 
industries is much less than the number of total arts and entertainment jobs in 
the area.  This means most of the arts workers live elsewhere and commute to 
the Mt. Vernon area to work.  
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Map 23. Employment: Entertainment, Food, Accommodation 
This map has a lot of red and orange space where employment in food service, 
accommodations, and entertainment barely happens, and may be limited to 
convenience stores.  The medium to dark green area that includes the west Mt 
Vernon census tract is the core of Baltimore's arts and entertainment industries. 
This is a small part of the city.  It is where nightlife, live music, other performing 
arts events, and cafe culture happen.  Art and entertainment are concentrated in 
this area because of the geography of major arts establishments, historic 
buildings, employment, demographics, and transportation shown in previous 
maps. 
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The Hippodrome.  Built on Howard Street in 1914.  As the west side of 

downtown Baltimore declined, it was first converted to a movie theater, then 

finally closed, in 1990.   It was restored as part of a major renovation and new 

construction project and in 2004 reopened as the nonprofit France-Merrick 

Performing Arts Center.  It now seats 3000 on two levels, presents concerts and 

touring Broadway productions, such as Annie and Bronx Tale, which run for 

various periods ranging from a few days to several weeks.  http://www.france-

merrickpac.com/history/index.html# 

Center Stage.   Opened in 1963 in the historic Loyola College building, 

which was built in 1851.  Center Stage has two auditoriums: the 541 seat 

Pearlstone Theater and the smaller Head Theater, which has flexible seating.  It 

presents six plays during the main season from mid-September to late May.  

These productions run in sequence, not concurrently, with each play being 

performed for 5-6 weeks.  Evening performances are Thursday through Sunday, 

with matinees on Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday.  Tickets $10-60.  100K 

visitors annually.  Alliances with community organizations: Baltimore Convention 

& Visitors Association, Baltimore Theater Alliance, Baltimore Tourism Association, 

Downtown Partnership of Baltimore, Greater Baltimore Cultural Alliance, League 

of Resident Theaters, Maryland Citizens for the Arts, Mount Vernon Cultural 

District, Theatre Communications Group.   

Apprentice Program.  Internships for high school enrolled youth. 

College Night.  For 4 nights per season discounted tickets can be bought 
in advance and there's a reception with free food and door prizes.   

Encounter Destination.  Youth age 14-18 write and produce a play, 
performed in January. 
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Kickin' It with the 'Rents.  8$.  2 adults free with each person <18.  Dinner 
from Classic Catering.  Preshow visit with the cast, and a ticket to 
the show.  One performance per production.  Sponsored by M&T 
Bank. 

Professional Internships.  Backstage crafts, audience development, arts 
managment, and education.  Must commit to being there the entire 
season: August to June.  Benefits include free housing in a historic 
building two blocks away, a stipend, seminars, portfolio reviews. 

Student Critics.  Baltimore city school students review matinees and 
submit their reviews for possible inclusion on the web.  Winning 
review writers get four free tickets. 

Student discount tickets.  Includes rush tickets: 50% off on the day of the 
show. 

Student matinees.  Not censored or abridged.  Students and teachers $15 
each, theater education staff visit the school for an hour orientation 
before the show. Sponsored by Comcast. 

Summer Intensive: youth in grades 5-12 collaborate to create their own 
production.  $400-500, some scholarships. 

Training Workshops.  Integrate theater into the classroom.  Teacher 
training opportunities.  Download their 26 page teaching Playwriting 
Handbook at http://www.centerstage.org/upload/PDF/
06PlaywrightsHandbook.pdf  Scripts, study guides and other 
material is available. 

Young Playwright's Festival.  Reception and reading of excerpts from 
plays submitted by Maryland students in grades 1-12.  May. 

Spotlighters.  http://www.spotlighters.org/  Community theater in a small 

black box theater with variable seating in the basement of an historic building.  

Produces plays year-round, running about one month each.  Performances 

Friday and Saturday nights with matinees on Sundays and one Thursday 

performance per production.  

Classes in Music, Acting, Stage managment.  Time etc vary.   

Internships.  Up to 12 months, nonpaid.  Commit to a production, 3 
months, or 6 months at a time.  10 hours / week minimum.  
Technical theater, production management, operations, depending 
on needs of intern and house.   
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Young actors academy.  Youth 13-17.  5 weeks in the summer.  Work on 
short scenes from famous plays like Antigone, and Rozencrantz 
and Guildenstern are Dead.  $525.  4 days/week.  includes lunch. 

Theater Project.  Founded 1971.  Presents experimental theater, music, 

dance, etc.  Specializes in local companies that don't have their own venues and 

visiting companies from "global community of performers."  150 seats.  Sprung 

wood floor.  Subscription series = 8 productions consecutively September to 

June.  Tickets = $20 general audience, $15 for seniors and artists, and $10 

students.  Productions include radio drama, "air dancers," plays, and work by 

diverse visiting companies.  Productions run for a few weeks to a month each 

with a few weeks of no performances after each one closes. 

Gallery.  Features paintings, drawings, sculpture, photography and other 
visual arts.  Inquire about exhibiting your work by emailing Bret 
Gonden or George Chang, the curators. 

Musical Intensive.  Ages 12-18.  Producing Little Shop of Horrors.  $1000 
tuition.  Four week summer camp, auditions January - March. 

Everyman Theatre.  Season = 5 plays for five weeks each, August - June. 

Company founded in 1990, first leased space on North Charles Street in 1994.  

Soon to be moving to the Town Theater in downtown Baltimore.  Building across 

the street from the Hippodrome was donated by Bank of America Community 

Development Corporation and Harold Dawson Trust in exchange for the theater 

renovating it and using as their performing arts venue.  The building opened for 

vaudeville in 1910, closed as a movie theater in 1990.  Renovation and internal 

construction will give them a 250 seat auditorium, rehearsal space, classrooms, 

and space for costume and property shops. 
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Extended Outreach.  For Baltimore schools.  Pre-show workshop with 
Education Director.  Free transportation to and from the Theater.  
Free private matinee performance.  Post-performance discussion 
with actors.  In-school workshops after the performance with the 
Education Director and actors from the show.  Serves 900 kids/
year. 

Internships.  Occasionally offered.  Details not available. 

Talkback.  Post-show discussion with actors, directors, designers.  Once 
per production, free with the show.   

Theater Classes.  Age 18+.  Acting class on Monday evenings x 5 weeks 
= $200.   

Baltimore Shakespeare Festival.  Although it is not located in the Mt. 

Vernon neighborhood, Baltimore's professional Shakepeare company merits 

mention here.  The Baltimore Shakespeare Festival produces outdoor summer 

theater in a meadow a few miles north of the Mt. Vernon neighborhood.  The 

company also has a 225 seat theater with an "Elizabethan" stage at St. Mary's 

Outreach Center in Hamden [northern Baltimore] where they produce 3 plays per 

indoor season.  The next of these runs for 3 weeks May-June.  No further 

information about their stage or 2009 production schedule.  Sponsored by 

Comcast, Whole Foods, Wells Discount Liquors.  Education programs: 

After School Acting Class.  For middle school youth. 

Artists in Education Residency.  Age appropriate one day to several week 
artist-in-schools programs for grades 6-12. 

Bardfest.  Competition for middle school youth.  Students work on scenes 
with their teachers and present them on the BSF's "Elizabethan" 
stage.  Then professionals take the stage and conduct workshops. 

Internships.  For high school and college students.  Variety of positions in 
production, administration, education -- tailors internships to meet 
the needs of schools. 

Summer Camp.  For high school youth.  12 days in July, producing As You 
Like It in the meadow.   

Touring Performances.  Programs designed especially for elementary to 
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high school youth, mostly consisting of excerpts from 
Shakespeare’s plays.  Book through Young Audiences of Maryland. 

Weekend Intensive.  Visiting company: Shakespeare and Company.  One 
weekend in November.  Adult ed.  20 hours of voice, monologues, 
etc.   

Lyric Opera House.  A very large modern facility, seat number not 

available.  The opera company is currently in bankruptcy and not producing 

shows.  Programming at the venue continues with special events, stand-up 

comedy, concerts, and touring Broadway musicals in short runs.  Internships for 

high school and college students are 3 months long. 

There are no defunct theaters in the Mt. Vernon Historic district.  The 

nearest ones are the Mayfair Theater on South Howard Street, the Mechanic 

Theater downtown, and the Parkway Theater on North Avenue.  

Several of Baltimore's most important non-theater arts establishments are 

also located within, or adjacent to, the Mt. Vernon neighborhood.   

Maryland Institute College of Art [MICA].  BFA and MFA degree 

programs.  Visual arts including ceramics, drawing, video and film, illustration, 

etc.  Summer programs include study abroad.  MA degrees in arts education 

specialties. 

Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall.  The 2443 seat hall was designed for 

the acoustic needs of the symphony orchestra.  It opened in 1982 and was later 

remodeled to improve the acoustics with redesigned auditorium surfaces, 

reopening in 2001.  Other improvements have been made to the interior.  The 

stage is designed for orchestra performance, not theater.  Presents a wide 

variety of visiting artists and concerts by the resident orchestra September-June.  
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Mostly only 1-3 performances for each production but more than one production 

is presented most weeks.  Concerts occur almost daily.  Offers internships in 

public relations and arts administration.  ORCHkids program provides free 

instruments and instruction, plus mentoring, to youth in low income 

neighborhoods of Baltimore in collaboration with Peabody Institute, Arts 

Everyday, Baltimore School for the Arts, The Family League, Baltimore City 

Public School System. 

Baltimore School for the Arts.  Public high school providing academic 

college prep program that also gives students intensive training in visual arts, 

music, theater, or dance.  Presents student performing arts productions, including 

plays.  Tickets $15 adults, $10 students.  Also provides after-school arts 

programs for elementary and middle school youth.  Collaborates with Baltimore 

Symphony Orchestra, Everyman Theatre, Center Stage, Maryland Historical 

Society, Baltimore Museum of Art, Peabody, MICA.  Invites artists visiting 

Baltimore to conduct master classes for their students.   

Eubie Blake National Jazz Institute and Cultural Center.  Education 

programs for adults and youth and special events in visual arts, music, and 

dance.  Building was donated by the City of Baltimore to be renovated and used 

for this purpose.  Renovation work is continuing, some of their planned programs 

are not yet able to operate due to unfinished conditions of the space. 

Peabody Institute.  Historic music school adjacent to Washington Park 

with programs for youth and adults, but primarily for college students.  Now 

owned and operated by Johns Hopkins University.  Presents almost daily 
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concerts by faculty, students, and visiting artists.  Five concert halls with seating 

for 100 to 700.  Jazz, symphony, Renaissance Ensemble, Opera, Computer 

Music, Percussion Group, Wind Ensemble, Brass, etc. 

Walters Art Museum.  A diverse collection of 2-D and 3-D visual arts 

objects amassed by a pair of 19th century industrialists is housed in three 

buildings adjacent to Washington Park.  Especially notable for the Egyptian, 

Roman, Greek, European, Near Eastern, Islamic, and South Asian work, it also 

includes some pre-Colombian objects from the Americas.  The Walters also 

presents special exhibits that include art from the collections of other museums.  

Free admission.  Open 10-5 Wednesday through Sunday.   

The University of Baltimore, located in the Mt. Vernon neighborhood 

between the Lyric Theater and Penn Station, has a business school, a law 

school, and a liberal arts school, but no programs in performing arts, arts law, or 

arts managment.  Johns Hopkins University, located in Baltimore north of the Mt. 

Vernon neighborhood, offers a minor in Theater Arts and Studies.  This University 

produces student plays in several venues in Baltimore, but offers no degree with 

a major in theater and no graduate level theater courses.  The University of 

Maryland's theater program is housed at a performing arts center located near 

Washington, DC.  The nearest Master of Fine Arts in Theater program is at 

Towson University, located a few miles north of Baltimore, on the MARC train 

line.  This program requires students to "create their own opportunities, work in a 

variety of disciplines, and serve as self-producing artists." http://grad.towson.edu/

program/master/thea-mfa/   
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Figure 44. The Hippodrome, Downtown Baltimore. 
[upper left] Three abandoned historic buildings including The Hippodrome, a 
theater that now specializes in presenting touring Broadway productions, were 
renovated and connected by modern additions.  

Figure 44. Center Stage, Mount Vernon Neighborhood, Baltimore.   
[upper right]  This theater has been designated the state theater of Maryland.  It 
has several auditoriums housed in a pre-Civil War college building. 

Figure 45. Entryway.  Spotlighters Theater, Mount Vernon Neighborhood, 
Baltimore. 
[lower left].  The Spotlighters is a community group producing plays in a small 
black box theater in the basement of this historic building. 

Figure 46.  Theatre Project, Mt. Vernon Neighborhood, Baltimore. 
This company produces its events on the second floor of this retrofitted historic 
building.  The main entry is at the top of the exterior stairway shown in the 
photograph. 
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Figure 47. Everyman Theatre, Downtown Baltimore. 
[upper left] The Everyman company currently produces plays north of the Mount 
Vernon neighborhood.  It is preparing to renovate this building in Downtown 
Baltimore, which is across Howard Street from the Hippodrome.  

Figure 48. Lyric Opera House, Mount Vernon Neighborhood, Baltimore. 
[upper right]  This is a new modern venue with a large audience capacity.  It 
specializes in presenting a variety of nationally and internationally known 
performers.  The Baltimore Opera Company has used this as their main stage, 
but they are currently in bankruptcy. 

Figure 49. Mayfair Theater, Howard Street, Baltimore. 
[lower left].  This abandoned theater is in poor condition.  It is located on Howard 
Street, in an area with many large abandoned and underutilized commercial 
buildings. 

Figure 50.  Eubie Blake Jazz Center, Howard Street, Baltimore 
This building is being renovated to house the Jazz Center's Programs. 
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Figure 51. Mechanic Theater, Downtown Baltimore. 
[upper left] The owner of this theater, which went out of business when the 
Hippodrome reopened, wants to tear it out and build a modern high rise office 
building.   

Figure 52. Symphony Hall, Howard Street, Baltimore. 
[upper right]  This modern building is at the north end of Howard Street, in the 
Mount Vernon neighborhood.  It was designed specifically for classical music and 
presents performances by visiting artists and the resident symphony almost daily. 

Conclusion.  Elizabethan Theater belonged to a long tradition of 

performance arts in Britain.  This tradition developed without specific theater 

architecture, using many kinds of space indoors and outdoors.  British 

performance traditions were disrupted by violence and censorship during the 

mid-17th century.  Following the end of this period of repression, citizens and 

performance artists in Britain revived their traditions, which continue to the 

present.  Spaces traditionally used by performers continue to be used for 

performance art.  Outdoor performers add to the attractions of places with other 

arts and culture facilities.   

The Mount Vernon neighborhood is the core of Baltimore's arts 

community, especially its theater community.  It is a historic neighborhood with 
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many assets and is the best neighborhood in Baltimore for an Elizabethan 

theater.  Local zoning and land use rules are complex, contradictory, and 

restrictive.  The Elizabethan theater project envisioned fits within the restrictions, 

which will be helpful to the theater by protecting its preferred historic low rise 

setting from becoming a neighborhood of high rises. 
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CHAPTER 6. THE PLAN 

The Charles Street corridor through the Mt. Vernon area is well connected 

to the central business district and all other parts of the city, and ultimately the 

world, by transit, sidewalk, and street networks.  It is also a center of ethnic and 

racial diversity.  These kinds of physical and social accessibility are critical to the 

success of the proposed theater.  This neighborhood is also a center of 

employment and arts education, as well as numerous performing and visual arts 

establishments.  The population density is high and includes an unusual 

concentration of artists, entertainers, and media workers.  The built environment 

includes places where new construction has occurred and can occur, as well as 

many under-utilized buildings that can accommodate additional population and 

employment.  It also has a distinctive and attractive appearance provided by 

landmark historic buildings and streetscapes that are protected by urban design 

guidelines, as well as local and federal laws.  The historic resources are well 

supported by a variety of restoration/renovation assistance programs and 

financial incentives.  Existing businesses include nightlife and a variety of 

accommodations and food service establishments.   

This combination of physical and social attributes exists nowhere else in 

Baltimore.  It is deemed necessary for the success of an Elizabethan theater with 

the necessary architectural distinction, capacity, and artistic quality to attract 

regional and national audiences.   

The best site for the theater in this neighborhood, and the only place 

identified as fully compatible with the anticipated program, is Block 511, 
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supplemented by off site parking in an underground garage / mixed use building 

to be constructed on the Northeast corner of Block 516, as discussed below.   

6.1 Block 511 and Vicinity 

Block 511 is the best place in the neighborhood to site this theater, for the 

following reasons: 1] the largest parking lot in the neighborhood [approximately 

30,000 square feet, adequate for the theater and plaza], is located on this block; 

2] secondary alleys and streets will provide direct access to the plaza for 

pedestrians arriving from Charles Street, Eager Street, and Reader Street; 3] 

existing buildings on the block have more than sufficient volume to accommodate 

all the theater's needs for offices, classrooms, etc.; 4] the lot is surrounded by 

buildings that are of appropriate scale, they create an interesting historic 

streetscape, and they are protected by historic district designation and are 

therefore unlikely to be replaced with huge modern structures and high rises that 

would dwarf and overshadow the theater; 5] the lot has some historic pavement 

that would be interesting to visitors and also provides a pattern for the theater 

plaza pavement that will help integrate it into the existing neighborhood; 6] a 

smaller parking lot on Charles Street is large enough to accommodate a new 

building created to house an indoor theater.   

In addition, the zoning code requires replacement of displaced public 

parking spaces within 300 feet of the former parking lot.  Depending on the exact 

elements of the program and new construction, a small number of additional 

parking spaces [dozens] may also be needed.  Two lots on the corner of Block 

516 are within the 300 foot limit of both lots of Block 511 and current zoning on 
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Block 516 would allow construction of an underground parking garage and mixed 

use building with sufficient volume for the necessary parking. 

The total appraised value of all the properties on Block 511 and the two 

lots needed on Block 516 is $13,365,960, as of July 2009, as listed on the 

website of the Maryland Department of Assessments and Taxation.  The 

individual properties and their values are listed in the tables below.  Square 

footage is given for the parking lots.   

Table 2.  Cathedral Street, B511 

Table 3.  Charles Street, B511 

Building Apprised Value July 2009
907 Cathedral Street (30K sq ft) $936,400
915 Cathedral Street $150,000
919 Cathedral Street $307,232

Total $1,393,632

Building Apprised Value July 2009
900 North Charles Street $955,900
904 North Charles Street $1,021,966
910 North Charles Street (12K sq ft) $537,932
914 North Charles Street $550,966
916 North Charles Street $693,432
918 North Charles Street $397,666
924 North Charles Street $532,866
926 North Charles Street $134,066
928 North Charles Street $277,300
930 North Charles Street $488,366
932 North Charles Street $336,700
934 North Charles Street $996,500

Total $6,923,660
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Table 4. Eager Street, B511 

Table 5.  Morton Street, B511 

Table 6. Read Street, B511 

Table 7.  Charles Street, B516 

All of the buildings on these properties were built between 1840 and 1956, 

with most constructed by 1900, according to the information listed on the state's 

website.  They all have brick or stone facades.  Some of them appear from the 

exterior to be in good condition, others do not.  The duplex on Cathedral street is 

Building Apprised Value July 2009
07 West Eager Street $414,000
11 West Eager Street $120,266
13 West Eager Street $713,832

Total $1,248,098

Building Apprised Value July 2009
905 Morton Street $83,166
Total $83,166

Building Apprised Value July 2009
04 West Read Street $981,500
08 West Read Street $298,432
10 West Read Street $232,700
12 West Read Street $588,600
12 West Read Street B $283,862
14 West Read Street $290,640
16 West Read Street $299,000
18 West Read Street $514,600

Total $3,489,334

Building Apprised Value July 2009
814 North Charles Street (12K sq ft) $537,600
816 North Charles Street (9K sq ft) $404,332

Total $941,932
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uninhabited and the brick facade has deteriorated so much that bricks are falling 

off at the second story level and a barricade has been made on the ground floor 

to prevent people from standing in the danger zone.   

Maintenance has been more aggressive on the fronts of the buildings 

facing the streets.  Some of these buildings are apparently not habitable on the 

upper floors and have old plywood in place of glass in the windows.  The alley 

and back of the lots on Block 511 are used as places to pile junk and build junky 

storage buildings, and to park cars.  This is not a very suitable backdrop for a 

theater and plaza.  These buildings are part of the attraction for siting a theater 

on this block, because they are the correct size and form to house arts and 

entertainment-related businesses, and their historic designs aesthetically 

compatible with the project.  They can't serve these purposes unless they 

restored and maintained in a more attractive and inviting condition than they are 

now.   

According to Charlie Duff of the Midtown Development Corporation 

[personal communication], most of these buildings need expensive repairs that 

will cost more to do that work than the completed building will be worth, in 

Baltimore's deflated real estate market.  No doubt this makes renovation difficult 

to finance, which is no doubt why the State of Maryland and the City of Baltimore 

offer tax incentives to encourage owners to invest in historic restoration.  In the 

"Healthy Neighborhood" areas of Baltimore loans for restoration can be for more 

than the estimated value of the completed building.   

The expectation here is that the theater will need to purchase all of Block 
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511, assess the buildings individually for structural and historic integrity, and 

develop a plan for each building based on analysis of its strengths, weaknesses, 

threats and opportunities, from the theater's perspective.  It is anticipated that the 

junk and non-historic buildings can be removed and the historic buildings can be 

restored.  Once restored, they can be used for offices, rehearsal space, 

classrooms, costume and prop workshops, and other functions needed by the 

theater.  Their existence will save the theater from the need for new buildings to 

use for these purposes.  Space not needed for theater purposes can be leased 

out for use as residences, retail, offices, etc.  It may be possible to do this without 

displacing existing businesses and current tenants, which would be the best 

strategy.   

Maps and figures on the following pages provide additional details of this 

plan.  They are followed by additional discussion of recommended programming.  

It will not be possible to develop an accurate estimate of the full cost of 

development without detailed assessment of each of the buildings and properties 

involved. 
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!   

Figure 53. Schematic Plan diagram and Charles Street Elevation. 
This plan will create an open-air theater in a large plaza.  It will restore all 19th 
century buildings on Block 511, and remove all non-historic buildings in poor 
condition.  The newly open space will be a garden.  A new building with a dinner 
theater will replace a parking lot on North Charles Street.  The plan puts 
pedestrian-friendly landscaping and public art in a vacant lot on North Charles 
Street now being used by cars to access a parking lot on Cathedral Street.  Utility 
wires will be put underground.  Lost 18th century mid-block streets will be 
restored for pedestrians.  Over 30,000 square feet of landscaped public open 
space will be created, and will be designed to house an open air art market and 
to facilitate informal theater presented by community performers and outdoor 
programming produced by the theater.  The plan increases the population of the 
neighborhood by making uninhabitable housing safe and attractive.  Ground floor 
space currently used for commercial purposes will be restored and continue to be 
used for shops and cafes.  Additional ground floor space will be restored for use 
as shops, galleries, and cafes.  The plan will restore a duplex on Cathedral Street 
for use as a bookstore/cafe on the ground floor, with classrooms upstairs for 
theater-related education programs. The theater's backstage workshops and 
administrative offices will be housed in restored buildings on West Eager Street.  
A parking lot on Charles Street will become 4 stories of underground parking and 
a building containing a day care, offices, retail, and apartments.  The combined 
value of properties on North Charles Street is currently appraised at $7,865,592.  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!  
Figure 54. Cathedral Street Buildings and Aerial Photo. 
The building on the Northwest corner of Block 511, on Cathedral Street, is in poor 
condition and not historic so it will be removed, making space for a garden.  The 
crumbling duplex at the north end of the parking lot will be restored to make 
space for a theater-themed bookstore and cafe on the ground floor, with 
classrooms above.  The empty apartment building at the south end of the block 
will be restored and made into artist live-work space.  The Cathedral Street 
Properties are valued at a combined $1,393,632. 
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!  
Figure 55. Aerial Photo and West Eager Street Elevation. 
This plan will replace the small non-historic building at on the right with a garden.  
It will restore the other buildings.  Theater backstage workshops and 
administrative offices will be housed in the three buildings in the middle of the 
block, when these are restored.  They are currently appraised at a combined 
value of $1,248,098. 
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 !   
Figure 56. Aerial View and West Read Street Elevation. 
This plan will restore all of these historic buildings for use as apartments and 
artist live-work space, with ground floor galleries, shops, and cafes.  The historic 
brick and stone pavement in the alley will be restored.  The alley will become a 
pedestrian walkway, with vehicles discouraged or banned. 
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!  
Figure 57. Historic Granite and Brick Pavement. 
Historic brick and granite pavement at the south edge of the large parking lot that 
will become the Theater Plaza at 907 Cathedral Street.  It connects Cathedral 
Street to Morton Street and probably dates from the late 18th century.  It may be 
possible to remove the asphalt surface on Morton Street and restore underlying 
historic brick and granite to complete the Block 511 historic street network.   
(The white stuff is snow that fell the first week of March.) 
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!  
Figure 58. West Read Street and North Charles Street. 
The building at the corner here is believed to be the oldest one on the block, and 
dates from 1840.  

!  
Figure 59. West Read Street and North Charles Street. 
Morton Street is an alley that connects West Read Street to West Eager Street 
through the middle of Block 511.  It is part of the 18th century street network of 
Baltimore. 905 Morton Street is the small pink building above. It is in the parking 
lot at 910 North Charles Street, where the proposed new dinner theater should 
be built. This little building is historic and needs to be kept, even though it is not 
conspicuous.  It may be most useful as an office or workshop for the theater.  
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!  
Figure 60. West Eager Street and Cathedral Street. 
The corner of West Eager Street and Cathedral Street, where the new park and 
garden will be.  The Gothic style church tower on Block 516 can be seen in the 
distance to the right.  The red and orange duplex will be restored and used for 
classrooms and a theater-themed bookstore/cafe. 

!  
Figure 61. Parking Lot, 907 Cathedral Street. 
As seen here, the appearance of the buildings on Block 511 from the area that 
will become the theater plaza is currently not very good due to their poor 
condition and the presence of junky non-historic structures and debris. 
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!  
Figure 62. Morton Street and the backs of Charles Street Buildings. 
Back of buildings near 926 North Charles Street. Night lights, landscaping, 
cleaning up, art installations, and putting utility wires underground will make this 
a better place to live and visit.  Note plywood in the windows of the building on 
the far right 

!  
Figure 63. Corner of Read and Cathedral Streets. 
The Gothic church tower and #18 West Read Street, as seen from the corner on 
the west side of Cathedral Street. 
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!  
Figure 64. View of Buildings on Read and Cathedral Streets, from 907 
Parking Lot. 
The backs of the buildings on West Read Street, looking southwest across what 
will be the Theatre Plaza toward the Gothic church tower, and the recently 
restored white Georgian apartment building on the west side of Cathedral Street.  
Notice the large evergreen magnolia tree behind the red number 12B building.   

!  
Figure 64. View of Buildings from 907 Parking Lot. 
Buildings on West Read, Cathedral, and North Charles Streets, looking 
southeast across what will be the main theater plaza from Cathedral Street.  The 
12B West Read Street building is the red building in front of the large evergreen 
tree.  

6.2 Program recommendations are as follows: 

1. Make relevance and community engagement priority #1.  The theater 

cannot exist without community support, and it has no reason to exist except to 

provide benefits to the community. 

2. Make appeal to out-of-town visitors priority #2.  The programming of 

Baltimore's existing theaters is designed and scheduled primarily to serve local 
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residents and casual visitors.  The theaters proposed here are intended to 

provide benefits for Baltimore by creating a unique facility that will attract 

audience from the entire region.   

3. Produce Elizabethan plays and other classics, as well as new plays.  It 

is important to include Shakespeare's plays, and to have year-round 

programming.   

4. Have a policy of colorblind casting.  The cast on stage should reflect the 

community's diversity.  Theater should serve the entire community.  There is no 

need to have an all white cast with exceptions only for roles that were particularly 

designated by Shakespeare as being characters with African heritage.  An all-

white cast is especially puzzling and unreasonable in a place like Baltimore, 

where Caucasians are in the minority.  If integrating the cast stirs controversy, the 

existence of such controversy would highlight the origin of many of Baltimore's 

problems in segregation and implicit racism, and should only serve to inspire 

greater efforts to provide leadership by integrating the stage. 

5. The main season for the open-air theater will be evening productions 

from May-September.  It may be possible to have performances outside this 

season, depending on audience hardiness.  Sports fans attend events in outdoor 

venues all year round, but that doesn't mean theater audiences will do the same.  

It may also be possible to add matinees and midnight shows to this schedule, 

depending on both audience hardiness and demand.  Baltimore's theater 

community currently offers few productions during the summer season.  Summer 

productions are most appropriate for the venue.  Several plays should be offered 
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in rotation, as is done at the Elizabethan theaters in Ashland, Cedar City, and 

London.  This is critical for attracting out of town visitors.  The theater should to 

strive to keep summer visitors fully engaged for an entire week.  They should be 

able to see a different play or special event each day on a four-day weekend or a 

five-day workweek.   

6. Existing theaters already provide educational programs for the easily 

served youth and adult residents of Baltimore.  The new theater's programming 

should supplement this, and create new programs for Baltimore's underserved 

youth and adults, especially work/study for GED and ESL students age 18+, 

homeless, and unemployed people.  It should also provide intensive summer 

workshops lasting up to two weeks that will be attractive to out of town visitors, 

as well as local residents. 

7. Professional development programs need to serve Baltimore's college 

students, general adult population and professionals.  The theater should offer 

short and long term workshops and internships in acting, stagecraft, arts 

management, arts & civil rights law, playwriting, puppetry, etc. 

8. Use part of the plaza for an Art Market with designated booth spaces 

allotted daily through lottery with a small fee [$20$] to help pay costs.  This 

should provide local artists, including amateurs, with a place to show and sell 

their work.  It should not provide a venue for merchants to sell items made by 

others, especially not items mass-produced abroad.  The rules, scheduling, and 

methods of operation of the Art Market should be designed in cooperation with 

local artists who wish to participate.   
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9.  Outdoor spaces should be designed for theater.  The landscaping and 

exteriors of the buildings need to be designed and maintained as backdrops for 

performance.  They should be distinctive, varied, and interesting.  Informal 

"stages" and informal seating, such as low walls and stairs, should be provided.  

These should be able to accommodate several things happening simultaneously.  

There should be places to pose for tourist photographs, as well as places for 

more explicitly theatrical performers including "living statues," clowns, 

puppeteers, jugglers, musical groups, stand-up comedians, dancing dog shows, 

historical skits, choirs, etc.  The theater company should provide some free 

outdoor performances in the plaza, such as scenes from current productions, a 

Punch & Judy puppet theater, etc.  Outdoor theatrical spaces should be available 

to community groups and individuals, as free as possible from cost, regulation, 

and censorship.  If this program is hugely successful, it may be necessary to 

establish a system for allocating space.  This might be included in the art market, 

or performers might need a separate system.  

10.  The theater's website should be designed to promote theater & street 

theater, Baltimore, free speech & civil rights.  It should provide artist publicity, free 

multimedia educational materials, and links to organizations of interest.   It should 

generate revenue through online sales and iTunes and Amazon links.   

11.  Worldwide outreach: the theater should bring visitors from abroad for 

collaboration, performance, master classes, community workshops, send 

company on tour in USA and abroad.  An artist-in-residence program to bring 

renowned actors, costume and stage designers, etc. to Baltimore to collaborate 
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with local professionals and offer master classes should be created. 

6.3 Potential Collaborations 

Ensuring the success of the theater and fulfilling its potential to create 

benefits for the community will be easier if the theater collaborates with existing 

arts institutions and organizations.  There should be ongoing outreach seeking 

collaboration with the organizations of Baltimore.  The following examples are 

suggested as being of particular importance: 

Midtown Development Corporation: funding and development assistance 

City of Baltimore's land bank program can provide parcel assembly 

assistance.  Coordinate design with the city's historic preservation guidelines.  

Coordinate the art market program with the art and farmer's market program at 

the waterfront. 

University of Baltimore: develop an arts management internship program 

with business & law schools. 

Peabody Conservatory & Walters Art Museum: develop joint culture 

intensives [Greek, Chinese, French, Venetian, etc] with coordinated visual, 

musical, and theatrical arts events.  Also invite participation by local members of 

the relevant community, to showcase their history, heritage, and artists, including 

local performing arts groups, and possibly bring visiting performers from abroad, 

with assistance from embassies in Washington and New York.   

Baltimore's theater community: participate in master classes offered by 

other theaters, the Baltimore Theater Alliance, the joint auditions program, also 

provide space for amateur community groups to meet and rehearse. 
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Baltimore Lawyers for the Arts: sponsor joint projects with them, possibly 

by providing space for Continuing Legal Education workshops for attorneys, and 

workshops for artists about arts related legal issues like copyright and free 

speech.  Possibly also provide assistance for attorneys working on pro bono first 

amendment cases. 

Donors: it is important to collaborate with donors by providing them with 

recognition, special events, opportunities to bring guests to see shows and 

attend special events, opportunities to provide theater experiences as benefits for 

their employees, opportunities to network with artists and other donors, 

opportunities to rent space for the donor's own special events, etc. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A compatible site for Elizabethan Theater was located in Baltimore.  The 

City of Baltimore supports the arts in general and theater in particular.  Baltimore 

has an active theater community.  The Mt. Vernon neighborhood is a pedestrian-

friendly multi-disciplinary, active, arts district.  Its assets include historic buildings, 

numerous performing arts organizations, large venues that host internationally 

recognized performers on tour, three art schools, and a liberal arts college.  The 

neighborhood has exceptional social and physical accessibility and people are 

active there during the day.  The neighborhood is attractive and has a busy cafe 

and club scene in the evenings.  Numerous opportunities to achieve social goals 

through theater, and to collaborate with other arts organizations exist.   

A combination of properties on Blocks 511 and 516, currently appraised at 

just over thirteen million dollars, would provide the theater with sufficient space to 

construct the recommended two new theater buildings, while also providing the 

public with a new park plaza and garden at street level, creating wonderful 

outdoor spaces where performers can carry on Elizabethan 'street theater' 

traditions.  These properties would also provide the opportunity to restore historic 

buildings to house the theater's programs, which is more environmentally friendly 

than building new ones to serve this purpose.  Using the historic buildings would 

ensure the theater an environment with the appropriate urban scale and historic 

ambiance.  All of this can be done within the parameters of Baltimore's existing 

building codes, as well as being consistent with neighborhood values and city 

policies.   
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Anticipated sources of revenue include admissions, special events, 

classes, donations, food service, retail, rent for apartments, office, retail space, 

parking garage fees.  Anticipated expenses include additional planning and 

assessment, putting overhead utility lines underground, property purchase, 

engineering studies, construction and renovation, furnishings & maintenance, 

archaeological assessment, utilities, interest on debt, employee wages & 

benefits, administration, royalties, and production development.   

If work on this project continues, future planning and preparation should 

include establishment of a non-profit entity, including identifying possible funding 

partners, recruiting a board of directors, establishing bylaws, and securing 

funding and financial mechanism for additional planning and development.  The 

additional development and planning activities should include detailed 

engineering and architectural assessment of each property and SWOT analysis 

to determine an appropriate restoration strategy for each building.  Assessments 

should include complete market and feasibility analyses.  Community 

engagement should include outreach to potentially collaborative institutions, 

neighborhood arts organizations and residents, as well as the City of Baltimore 

and the State of Maryland.  A well-qualified artistic director needs to be found and 

hired.  Detailed Finance, Site, Program, & Construction Plans need to be 

created, theater and architectural design need to be finalized, and then, ideally, 

building restoration and the construction phase can begin.   
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7.1 Benefits for Baltimore 

This plan uses the assets of a declining neighborhood in ways that will  

strengthen the neighborhood.  Mount Vernon is a special place because of its 

historic buildings, transportation infrastructure, pedestrian friendliness, social 

accessibility, and unique concentration of art schools, arts related businesses, art 

museums, performing arts venues, and artistic residents. 

The plan uses the historic buildings to create a special environment for 

Elizabethan theater in Baltimore.  Non-historic buildings in poor condition will be 

removed.  A lost historic street grid will also be restored to make the area more 

interesting and attractive to pedestrians. 

The plan will create an open-air Elizabethan theater producing plays 

during the summer season, from May through September, which is the off-

season for most of Baltimore's existing theaters. The nearest open-air 

Elizabethan theater in the US currently is in Utah. The plan also creates a new 

dinner theater and café.  It adds more than 30,000 square feet of public open 

space to the Mount Vernon neighborhood. This new public-private park will be 

landscaped with trees and flowers, benches, outdoor cafe seating, and a plaza 

where artists sell their work daily. The plaza will be a place for community 

musicians, puppeteers, choirs, and other entertainers to perform outdoors. 

The plan restores more than 20 historic buildings which are currently in 

poor to fair condition. It replaces public parking currently available on surface lots 

with an underground garage. The building on top of the garage will provide space 

for ground-floor commercial uses, a daycare, offices, and apartments.   
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Some historic buildings will be used for theater offices, workshops, and 

related programming. Reusing buildings is more environmentally friendly than 

building new ones.  It will simultaneously preserve and showcase the heritage of 

Baltimore.  The 73 million dollar construction and restoration plan will boost 

Baltimore's economy.   

Some of the restored buildings not needed for theater programming will 

house theater-owned businesses that supplement and support theater programs. 

The rest will be available for lease.  

This plan improves façades and interiors, as well as the structural integrity 

of the historic buildings. It will increase the number of storefronts available for 

small businesses. It will create new artist live workspace and galleries. It will 

make housing that is currently not habitable safe and attractive. This project will 

create hundreds of new jobs and strengthen Baltimore's most vibrant arts district.  

It will attract hundreds of thousands of visitors each year. 

The plan will also increase the safety of the Mount Vernon neighborhood. 

It will boost interest in living in this neighborhood, and will raise the value of 

nearby properties, making it more attractive for landlords to maintain and restore 

historic buildings, instead of letting them fall down, which is the current 

commercial strategy of many landlords. 

The theaters will produce several plays in a weekly rotation schedule so 

out-of-town visitors can see a different play every night of a three or four day 

weekend all year.  The theater programming will emphasize three things; first it 

will have programming year-round, including plays, week-long workshops and 
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master classes, community education opportunities, and work study opportunities 

for youth and adults to integrate learning about theater arts with completion of 

their high school diplomas and preparation for further education while they gain 

paid work experience in theater and hospitality jobs. It will provide professional 

development for theater people, including actors, designers, directors, 

playwrights, etc. 

The theater programming will showcase Baltimore's history as it relates to 

freedom of speech, assembly, religion, and other civil rights. It will help visitors 

understand how Shakespeare and theater are relevant to American colonial and 

civil rights history. 

7.2 Postscript 

After completing this plan, I learned that the Omnibus Public Land 

Management Act of 2009, giving federal protection to Baltimore's Heritage Area, 

recently passed Congress and was signed by President Obama.  This will 

provide additional protection for the historic resources of the Mount Vernon 

neighborhood discussed here.  It also makes additional funds available for 

restoration and interpretation.  This should make the plan in these pages even 

more feasible. 
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